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Frederick Nowitzke was charged with first degree murder of his mother 

(Frances Carroll) and step-brother (Bret Carroll), and with attempted first 
degree murder of his stepfather (Clay Carroll). (R3792, 4201-02) He was found 

incompetent to stand trial, and was hospitalized at the North Florida Evaluation 

and Treatment Center for six months. (R3815-17, 3536) At the end of that 
period, the trial court found that he was competent. (R3542) 

The case proceeded to trial on October 26 - November 1 2 ,  1987 before 

Acting Circuit Judge Walter R .  Talley and a jury. The defense was insanity. 

Appellant was found guilty as charged on all three counts. (R4207-08, 4168, 

3234) After the penalty phase, the jury reconmended life imprisonment for the 
murder of Frances Carroll, and death (by a 7-5 vote) for the murder of Bret 

Carroll. (R4209-10, 3483-84) At sentencing on December 18 ,  1987,  the trial 

court followed both recommendations, and also imposed a consecutive seventeen 

year sentence on the attempted murder count. (R4211-15, 4178-80, 3784-90) The 
trial court orally announced his findings in support of the death penalty. 
(R3786-89) While he stated that he would reduce his notes to writing and file 

them (R3787), it does not appear that he ever did so. (see R4280) 

$TATEME#T OF THE F ACTS 

A. U C K  GROUND 

Appellant, Frederick lowitzke, known as Rick, is the youngest of three 
children of Frederick and Frances Nowitzke. Appellant had a grandmother who, 
in the 19309,  was diagnosed with "dementia praecox" (now referred to as 

schizophrenia), and died in a New Jersey state hospital. One of appellant's 

great-grandfathers spent the last ten years of his life in a mental institution 

in Italy, in a catatonic schizophrenic state. (R2196, 2216, 2225) 

Appellant was born in 1959.  Two years later, his father was diagnosed as 
having a cancerous tumor of the spine; it was estimated that he had only two or 

three years to live. On recommendation of the doctors, the family (including 

1 



Rick's older siblings Joyce and Jim) moved to Florida. As Frederick, Sr.*s 

disability worsened, the family received V.A. benefits and disability checks, 

and Frances worked as a secretary. Rick attended the Bradenton schools, where 
he was an average student and was considered quiet and rather shy. In high 

school, he dated a girl named Susan Parish. They broke up after graduation, but 
continued to be friends. 

a 

Meanwhile, to everyone's surprise, Frederick, Sr. survived as an invalid 

for approximately twenty years. After his death, Frances began dating Clay 
Carroll. The Carroll family had lived across the street from the Nowitzkes for 
about seventeen years. Clay, a former major league baseball pitcher, was 

divorced from his first wife, Judy, in 1981. They had three children, Connie, 
Lori and Bret. On April 1, 1983, Frances Nowitzke and Clay Carroll were 

married, and Clay, Lori, and Bret moved into the Nowitzke home. 

Joyce and Jim Nowitzke had each married by that time and moved out on 

their own, but appellant was still living at home, and working as a landscaper. 

In 1985 appellant's friends began noticing an abrupt change in his personality 
@ and behavior. 

Susan Parish, appellant's former girlfriend, testified that they had 

continued to see each other as friends after their relationship ended. During 
1985, appellant began acting strangely. In the spring of that year, he began 
talking about a black raven-type bird which was following him everywhere: in his 
car, on his motorcycle. He was always looking up for the bird. He would also 

look around and talk, as if speaking to someone, when there was nobody there. 
Susan knew that he was "losing it." Asked what she meant by that, she replied: 

Losing his mind. I -- I've known him for ten years and I had never -- he was alwa s real quiet and soft spoken; and he was a very good 
ust couldn't understand wh he was always 'ust so nervous and ust 
that he wasn't t R e same person. 
person, in my 1 ook, and I've never seen him hurt anyone. ... And I 
igh-strung and aranoid an li talking about b irds and stuff. I 2 new d 

(R2486-91) 



Mark Lavallee had known appellant for nine years as a friend and as an 

employee. Lavallee was appellant's supervisor at Neal and Neal, where appellant 

worked in new site development and landscaping. They became friends, and were 
roomaates for several years. Beginning in 1984, Lavallee observed that 
appellant was behaving oddly. He would be paranoid that people were watching 

him or birds were following him. The birds would be sitting in a tree or flying 

around the dumpsters; appellant would point them out and say "See, they are 

right there." When Lavallee would question him about such remarks, appellant 
never could give a good explanation; he just felt like it was a curse, that they 

were following him. Lavallee thought appellant was suicidal, because he had 
gotten very morose and felt like everything was going wrong. Appell ant ' s 
odd behavior and his conunents about birds continued through the summer and early 

fall of 1985. He made a number of remarks to Lavallee to the effect that the 

bottom of the lake was calling to him'. Lavallee testified: 
He really couldn't explain himself. He always had said "That lake, 
I know it's calling,Fe. I'm oing to have to go down and see on the 
bottom of the lake. 
with his problems. 
Appellant said he was going to get some scuba gear and see what was really 

calling him to the bottom of the lake. He told Lavallee that he "felt these 

vibes" that there was a message down there for him. According to Lavallee, 

appellant would bring up the lake "all the time." In Lavallee's opinion, 
appellant's conunents about the lake and about the birds following him were 
serious and not joking. 

He real 'i y felt like that lake had a lot to do 

Lavallee testified that during most of the nine years he knew him, 

appellant was "pretty outgoing -- he was a quiet, but peaceful person. He 

really liked the outdoors. He liked animals. He had horses, dogs. He liked 
to swim. (R2502-15) 

Mark McEtahon, a rebuttal witness called by the prosecutio$, testified on 

Within the last year there, there was a complete change." 

There was a small lake or pond behind the Nowitzke home. 

2McHahon testified on direct that he saw appellant at about 8:OO p.m. on 
November 15, 1985, the evening before the shootings, at a mutual friend's house, 

(continued ...) 
3 



cross-examination that he and appellant have been friends since childhood. They 
grew up in the same neighborhood, and attended the same schools. After high 

school, they continued to see each other often, and on several occasions they 
worked together. During the months prior to November 15, 1985, McMahon noticed 
a change in appellant's behavior and personality. It came on slowly at first, 

but Mdahon said "There was no question in my mind that there was an obvious 

change." Appellant began to make remarks which were "off the wall", unrelated 

to the topic of conversation; he would "just kind of break away from the 
situation at hand and kind of go into his own little world.'' The content of his 
statements made no sense, and were inappropriate to what was happening at the 

time; they were "weird and bizarre." At times, appellant would bring up the 

lake; "[tlhere was just an obvious obsession with the lake.'' McMahon 

elaborated: 

Stran e as it there being a door -- he mentioned 
assageway, throu h the lake. Into what, 

I really didn't I didn't feel ike going into it any 
further, you know. 

The change in appellant's personality and behavior was obvious to others, 
and the question of "What's the matter with Rick" was discussed among family and 

friends. Even though he was aware at the time that appellant used drugs, 
McMahon did not attribute appellant's strange behavior and remarks to drug use; 

he felt it was something deeper than that. 

P somet K ing about 

e 

(R2723-35) 

James noon was a neighbor of the Nowitzkes; the lake or pond is connnon to 
both of their back yards. Moon had known appellant for about 12-13 years, and 

described him as a quiet, reserved person. During the second week of November 
1985, Moon was doing yard work when he saw appellant swimming around the lake. 

Appellant had on a wet suit, a pair of fins, a mask, and a snorkel, and he was 
s w i d n g  in a kind of zigzag pattern in one particular spot, looking down into 
the lake. noon thought to himself that it was "something that I probably 

wouldn't have been doing for fun at that time of the year." He testified: 

$(. . .continued) 0 and that appellant took a drug which McMahon described as "assumably, cocaine." 
(R27 21 - 23) 

4 



... [Tlhe lake is not a real clear lake and its got a real muddy 
bottom, and you can't see the bottom. And as I remember, it was 
chi1 1 y . 
Moon said he saw appellant with his head under water, breathing through 

the snorkel. Moon (a scuba instructor himself) testified that he had never seen 

that lake where you could see the bottom from the surface. "You went down and 

you said 'I know its there somewheres', and pretty soon you were down around 
swimning in the mud. So its not a fun place to do anything but swim on the 

surface.'' Moon offered appellant the use of a weight belt, so he could get 

something other than his head below the surface, but appellant declined. 

In years past, Moon had often seen appellant swiming in the lake with is 

whole family, but he had never seen him snorkeling like that. (R2440-47) 

Robert Brown had been a close friend of appellant's for fifteen years, 

from the neighborhood and school. On November 15, 1985, Brown was driving by 
appellant's house and saw appellant outside in the garage area. He stopped to 
say hello. Appellant's appearance and dress were no different than usual, but, 

according to Brown, "He was really quiet and I -- I didn't really understand 

where he was coming from. He didn't really respond to anything I was saying in 

a viable manner. I didn't -- I didn't really understand him. I felt uneasy 
being with him. It was very strange." Appellant kept saying things that didn't 
mean anything, and Brown wondered what was the matter with him. "I didn't know 

what to think." Appellant was ''just kind of mumbling about different things," 

and his response to Brown's questions or coments were not normal or 

appropriate. Brown felt strange and uncomfortable being there with him, and was 
anxious to get away. 

' 

Brown testified that he had felt strongly that for the last six months to 

a year or even longer, appellant was losing his ability to function and lead a 
normal life, at work and socially with friends. Brown felt badly for him, and 

was concerned. "But that night in particular, he seemed worse to me, and 
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detached almost. He wasn't the same Rick that I knew." (R2451-57)3 
Harold Parish, the brother of Susan Parish, saw appellant at Susan's house 

on Friday evening, November 15, 1985 (the night before the shootings took 
place). Appellant seemed confused; he was making conments about joining the 
military service, and kept looking at his watch, saying he had to meet a 

recruiter at 1O:OO p.m. When Harold asked him why it was necessary for him to 
meet a military recruiter at ten in the evening, he "did not get any answer with 

the exception he wanted to join a Service to better his life. He was very 

confused, he had a lot of problems." Harold asked appellant if he'd like to go 

fishing with him, and they decided to set up a fishing trip for the following 

afternoon. Appellant left at about twenty minutes to ten, and returned about 

half an hour later. 

That night was the first time in two years that Harold had seen appellant 

for any length of time. Harold was trying to talk to appellant, but could not 

understand what he was getting at. When he had seen him in the past, in 

contrast, "I could sit down and talk to him and we could exchange words and 
understand each other." Harold testified: a 

But two years prior to that [November 15, 19851, Rick seemed to be 
himself. There was -- you know, he was just a happy person; shy, 
didn't really talk a lot, and would always offer, you know, comnents 
if you have a discussion with him. But the night before, which was 
the night that I seen him, it just wasn't Rick. 

(R2474-81) 
C. $HE EVENTS OF 30v- 1 6, 1985 

Deborah Wiggins, a topless dancer at the Peek-a-Boo Lounge in Bradenton, 
noticed appellant in that establishment at about 5 :OO p.m. on November 16. 
Appellant paid her for a dance. As Ws. Wiggins danced for him, she observed 

that his entire body was trembling, to such an extent that she described him as 

a "human vibrator." Appellant would not look at her, but instead kept staring 

at the mirrored ball which was hanging from the ceiling. His eyes were "like 

a Observations by appellant's friends to the effect that "He was a different 
person" and "It just wasn't Rick" were a recurrent theme. See R2457 (Robert 
Brown) ; 2467-69 (Arthur Brown) ; 2478 (Harold Parish) ; 2491 (Susan Parish). 

0 
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dysfunctional, almost"; the pupils were "like dilated . . . They were huge-like.'' 
She thought he had a glass eye at first. According to Hs. Wiggins, he looked 

scared and pitiful. 

a 
She believed that he was under the influence of cocaine. 

Ms. Wiggins kept asking appellant if he was all right, maybe half a dozen 
times, There's something I 

have to do." kb. Wiggins went on to other customers; she did not see appellant 
leave. (R2053-69) 

Two or three titees appellant said "I have to go. 

Clay Carroll, appellant's stepfather, testified that in the early evening 
of November 16 he and Bret were watching television, while Frances and Lori were 

preparing supper. Appellant came inside the house and asked Clay, "You going 

out on the boat?" Clay replied, "No, we never go out on Saturday night." 
Appellant went to the bathroom, then came back out and went outside through the 

patio and back door. When supper was ready, Frances went outside and hollered 
for appellant, but he never came back in. After the meal, Frances and Lori did 

the dishes, and Clay and Bret watched some more TV. When the dishes were 

finished, Lori left to go baby-sit. After a while, appellant came back in 

through the patio and went to his room. Frances went in there with him. They 

were in there "a good 20 minutes or more." Clay did not know what they were 

talking about. 

Appellant and Frances came out of the bedroom and went through the 

kitchen area toward a closet by the front door. Clay asked "what's up?" or 

"Where's he going?" and Frances said "He's going to a belated Halloween party." 

A t  that point, Clay noticed that appellant was standing there with a shotgun in 

his hand, and another gun either in a holster or strapped to his side. Clay 

said "Something's up", and appellant said "That's right." Clay got up from his 

chair and walked through the kitchen. Frances was standing right behind 

appellant. Appellant pointed the shotgun at Clay. Clay told Bret (who was 

still sitting down, and did not know what was going on) to get out of the house. 
Clay got behind a wall, and when appellant came through again, Clay grabbed him 
and knocked him up against the wall. He took the shotgun away from appellant 

and threw it on the floor. When Clay turned to go after appellant again, m 
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because he remembered the other gun, he was shot in the head and fell to the 

floor. He kept hearing gunshots, and Frances fell on top of h i m .  Clay was down 

for a minute or more, but he never lost consciousness. When he got to his feet, 
he shook Frances, but got no response. As he was going to the telephone, he saw 
Bret lying on the floor with his legs shaking. Clay called 911,  and put a rag 
under Bret's head, and waited for the paramedics to arrive. 

The first paramedic unit arrived at the residence at about 7:45 p.m. Clay 

Carroll met them at the front door. Bobby Weldon, an E.M.T., asked him if the 

person who did it was still there, and Clay said no. The police arrived a few 
minutes later. Frances Carroll was lying face down on the floor in the front 

hallway with a gunshot wound to the back of the head. She had no pulse, or 
virtually no pulse; the paramedics determined that the injury was fatal and that 

life support measures would be in vain. Bret Carroll was lying face down in the 

dining room area, with the shotgun next to him. He had a gunshot wound to the 
right temple and another to the left flank, and appeared to be unconscious. 

When paramedic Weldon rolled him over, he opened his eyes momentarily and said 
"He's coming back to get us." (R1740-48, 1750,  1753-54,  1765-66, 1771-767) 

[Both Frances and Bret died from their head injuries. Clay was hospitalized for 
several weeks and underwent surgery for a fractured jaw. (R1867-72, 2013-16, 

2025-26, 2031-33, 2136)]  

Clay Carroll told the police officers that his stepson Rick had done the 
shootings, and described appellant's motorcycle. In the garage, the paramedics 

and police found a dog lying motionless on the floor; it had been fatally 
injured by a shotgun blast. The other dog in the residence was unharmed. 

Outside the garage, in the driveway, one tire on Clay Carroll's automobile was 
flattened, and one tire on Clay's boat trailer was also flattened. (R1748, 

1768-70, 1835,  1886) 

(R2122-34) 

' 

Cynthia Coey, a neighbor from across the street, told police she had heard 
a couple of pops, which she thought was a car backfiring, and a few minutes 
later heard a dog yelping. After she heard the dog, she saw someone about to 

get on appellant's motorcycle. (R1848-49, 1890)  
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Susan Parish, appellant's former girlfriend, heard a motorcycle pull up 
There was a knock on her door but she did in her driveway at about 8:OO p.m. 

not answer it. 

0 
She then heard the motorcycle drive away. (R2498-99) 

Joseph Hampton, a neighbor, arrived home from dinner at about 1O:OO p.m., 

when he saw a lot of cars and noticed the crime scene tape. Another neighbor 

told him there had been a shooting. As Halapton walked across the street to talk 

to a police officer, a motorcycle drove by him at a very slow rate of speed. 

The motorcyclist went down to where the street reached a dead end, got off the 

motorcycle, and walked into the woods, in the direction of the lake. Hampton 
went over and began talking with a policewoman, who told him "We think that Rick 

did the shooting and left on his motorcycle." Upon hearing that, Hampton said 
"He's right down the street ." (R1853-55) 

The police officers parked their vehicles at the dead end, and turned up 

the P.A. system. Appellant's sister, Joyce Seelbach, a civilian police 

employee, tried to talk him into coming out. When there was no response, a 

tracking dog was brought in. The dog, Thor, picked up the scent from the 
motorcycle. State troopers Costanzo and Betts and Lieutenant Hackle of the 

Sheriff's Department followed Thor into the brush. After they had gone about 

one hundred yards, Thor alerted and lurched at the suspect; Betts hollered 

"Don't move." Appellant was lying in a swale or ditch, covered by thickets. 

At the officers' direction, appellant came out of the brush on his belly, spread 
eagle. Appellant told them he was not a d .  Hackle advised him of his Miranda 

rights, and then asked him what he had done with the gun. Appellant said he had 

buried it at another location. According to Hackle, appellant was visibly 

shaken and crying. 

' 

Appellant got in a patrol car with Lt. Hackle and Sgt. Benjamin, and 
directed them to the area where he had buried the gun. Costanzo and the dog 

followed in another vehicle. They drove a couple of miles to an area off Cortez 

Road, parked near a building under construction, and walked along a dirt path 
to another lake. At first they were unable to find the exact location where the 

gun was buried. The dog, Thor, was again enlisted to do an "article search", 
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and he discovered the weapon buried and covered with a palm frond, about three 

feet away from the lake. Buried along with the .22 revolver were two unspent 

shells, three knives, two knife sheaths, a belt, and a paper bag. (R1899-1916, 

0 

1922-23, 1937-48, 1958, 1994-96) 

D . APPELLANT' S VIDEOTAPED STAT- 
That same night at 12:57 a.m. appellant was interviewed at the Manatee 

County Jail by Detectives Nipper and Keough. The interview was videotaped 

through a one-way mirror. (R2433-39, State Exh. 18, Def. Exh. 1) 
When Detective Nipper asked appellant if there had been an argument at 

his house that evening, appellant replied that there had been one little 
argument, about wearing shoes in the house. Nipper asked what happened next. 

Appellant said: 

Ah --- it's kinda hard to remember. Ah, I was getting [these] 
strange feelings and I had to get rid of em. They were opposing me 
from accelerating or getting out and ah, crazy. Ahm, you all know 
(laughter). 

Q. [by Det. Nipper]. Yeah, but I wanta hear your side of 
it, okay? 

A. Ah --- I was trying to --- I had ah a boss tell me about 
her. Dream about it you know, just dream about, you 
know, just dream about it. So I did, I got you know, 
ah ... and then I kind of, ah ... ohhhh.. 

Q 9  

A .  Ahm ... Okay, we'll get back on the fights. 
Q. Okay. 

A. Ah ... been wanting to go out and do something and ah --- I 'ust ah --- I get right at the last minute and 

Just can't [quite] go through with. 

I guess. I mean, I guess it was a club, some t pe of, 
ah, club to join ah, and ah, there's I guess di ferent 
steps you [gottaj do em in to kinda get em accomplished. 
Ah, they were kinda handed to me backwards. Which is 
I ups, if I would of realized it at the time and 
di8n t shied away like I did, ah, (laughter) then would 
be a lot different. Ah --- They were just tri-- 
treating me too much like a baby. Ah, I guess I am. 

I know it's hard. But we got to do this. 

it's li 1 e something just grabs me back. 
Q. 
A. s 

When Det. Nipper asked "Okay, so what happened then tonight", appellant 
answered: 
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Ah -- I don't know, I got dressed up, I put on some . Some 
knives, some ah, my dad's shotgun and ah, (inaudible7Tu know. 
Loaded up with two shells and ah .. m mom or whoever it was, come 

something. And then we got in a little struggle, then you know, I 
went for rn? gun, shot em both a couple of times or something. It 
[just] .. it .. it didn't seem real. 
In response to Nipper's questioning, appellant told him that he got the 

shotgun out of the front hallway closet. Clay was watching TV. "I asked my mom 
where -- where my one gun was. And ah --- she found it for me." That was the 

.22,  which appellant had gotten in a trade with a friend a long time ago. It 
was under appellant's mattress, and was already loaded with six shots. 
Appellant told his mother he was going to a Halloween party. Asked what 

happened next, appellant said: 

up and was kinda saying ah -- put le hat down, put that down or 

Ah ... kept on walking around. Ah --- trying to ah figure out ah, 
why I can t ah, what . . something was just holding me back from what 
I've been trying to do. And ah, I was kinda going through, like ah. 
At this point, Det. Hipper asked: 

Q. 
A.  (no audible answer) 

Q. 

A. Ah, probably. 
Q. Okay, what were you --- what kind of drugs were you 

A. It was white, that's all I know. 

Have you been doing any drugs tonight? 

Did that effect what you was thinking about? 

using tonight? 

Appellant said he took maybe half a gram of the powder during the daytime. He 
had gone out to the race track and did a little out there; and later pulled off 

the highway by a tomato farm and did some more: 
... walked around there for a little while trying to ... it 'ust 
seems kinda hard to believe. The . . . I guess what you [gottaf go 
through ah, whatever ah, whatever that different ah, life is. 

. . .  . . .  
Q. 
A. Ah, no, it was ah, its been happening, I guess the last 

Q. You've been feeling these feelings [you're] talking 

This is earlier during the day you was doing this? 

three or four months. 

about? 
A. Yeah -- 
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Q. Okay. Well, I'm talking about tonight. When was the 
last time you was doing any drugs? ... 

In response to Det. Nipper's interrogation, appellant stated that neither his 

mother nor stepfather was armed with a weapon. Nipper asked: 

What 

A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q *  
A. 

Q- 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q- 
A. 

Q* 
A. 

Q- 
A .  

Q- 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

[led] up to it? Why did you have to shoot? 

Ah -- to get initiated into a club. 
Okay, what's this club? 

Ah --- (long pause) 
Does it have a name? 

Yeah. 

Okay, what name does it go by? 
You tell me. 

I don't know the club. Only you do, Rick. Okay. So 
you had to shoot your mom? 
Yeah, and anyone else that stood in my way to do what 
I had to do. 

What did you feel you had to do? 

Ah . . . I've been being held back from ah, on I'd tried 
to get different jobs, a h ,  there's something better in 
life than working. 

Oka how was your parents, your step-father and your 
laotikr holding you back? Why ... 
Ah ... 
... do you have to do that to achieve what you want? 
Ah, I couldn't tell you on that one. 
Okay. Let's go just a little --- 
(inaudible) a computer. 
... bit. Let's go on. 

... a little game computer at a bar ah, it brought up 
on it so and so fuek you, kill em. 

Okay. 

And, I didn't kill em, but that might have been the one 
person I shoulda probably killed and I could have done 
what I had to do. I don t know. 

Okay. 
It's a computer land out there and I'm way behind. 
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Det. Nipper asked appellant which gun he had when he first pulled the trigger. 
Appellant said it was the 122. 

Q. ... And who did you shoot with the .22? 

A. I don't remember. It was Clay. 
Q. Okay. What happened when you shot him? 
A. Ah, Linda fell back, like, I don't know. It didn't seem 

like he really got shot. 
. . .  . . .  

Q. ... What happened then? After you shot him? How many 
times did you shoot him? 

A. Two or three times.4 

Q. Okay. 
A. I wanted to make sure he wasn't in pain. 

Nipper next asked about the shooting of Frances. Appellant said: 

Ah eah she, she said, Put the gun away, put the gun away. I yo, 

come running, 1 guess when I was getting ready to put it down. An 
ah -- I just felt the threat. x Yea K , stupid why do I got it? Yeah I can't do this. And then C a 

09 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q 9  

A. 

Okay. 
I've been threatened a lot. 

So you shot your mother? 
Ah -- 
At that time? 

Ah, I don't think it was my mom actually. 
Okay and then what happened? 

Ah, I guess little Bret come up and yelled at something 
and I shot him. 
What did Bret yell, do you remember? 
I don't remember. Oh, my God maybe or -- 
Okay, how m y  times did you [shoot] at him, do you 
know? 

Two, three, probably. 
Asked about the dog, appellant told Nipper that he'd shot the ,,,,le dog, 

In fact, Clay Carroll was shot only once. (R2131, 1867-71) 
e 
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Daisy, first with the shotgun and then with the .22, because he was yipping. 
"I'm taking a half his side off [with the shotgun], it just didn't seem like 
there was no blood around. They were robots." 

Appellant threw the shotgun on the floor, reloaded the pistol, flattened 
two tires (on the car and boat trailer) with his knife, and took off on his 
motorcycle. He went by his old girlfriend's house, but nobody answered the 
door. In response to Nipper's questioning, appellant said that he buried the 

pistol and knives at the spot by the lake where he had later taken the officers. 
After hanging out around there for a while, he drove back toward his house, to 
the end of the dirt road. He sat on his motorcycle trying to figure out what 
he was doing; then walked into the woods by the other lake. Eventually the 
police officers and police dog came back there and found him. Det. Nipper 
asked: 

... [Dlid you know you was [gonna] shoot somebody when you got your 
gun out? 
A. I had it kinda of, ah -- kinda I guess had it in, like 

Q. It was in your head and you knew you was [gonna] do 

A. Yeah. 
Q. Okay, did you know you was [gonna) kill your mom? 
A .  

a mission I had to. 

something. 

Ah -- a lot of peo les been asking me how, -- how's my 
mom, how's Cla A{ ah, they don't feel like they were 
nir mom. You Low, 'it -- I'm just not into ah, right 
dirnension of life. 
Okay, was your intention to [shoot] Fran? Was that your 
intention? 

Q. 

A. Ah, yeah, I guess so. 

Q. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Okay, and how about Bret? 
A. Ah, well yeah, he was inside the house. 
Q. Okay. Okay, is there anything else I have not asked 

A. 
Q. Okay. 

Okay, was it your intention to shoot Clay? 

you that you want to tell me at this time? 
yeah. --- 
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A. Ahm --- Something is funny going on. They can't say 

Q. Okay. 

A. A h  -- cause ah, seems like peoples just been PO ping 
up here and there around me. Ah, like the shadow L o w s  
or, ah. 

Q. Have you been seeing any kind of psychiatrist or anybody 
for having any problems? Emotional problems? 

A. No. I just talk to a psychiatrist -- well not a 
psychiatrist, but a palm reader. 

Q. Okay, have you ever had any mental problems where you 
have been confined for observation? 

In response to that question, appellant told Nipper that in 1978 he was in 

Manatee Hemorial Hospital for doing drugs. 

its not. 

Q. Okay. Since then have you had any other problems 
reoccurring that would cause you to have any mental 
problems? Do you feel that you have a mental problem? 

A. No, I'm just having a hard time accepting. 

Q. [You're] under stress and having a hard time accepting --- 
A. --- just there's a computer land there. And 

Q. 
A. Yeah and I'm not there. 
Q *  I'm not either. Okay. Have I promised you anything 

everybody's .. 
Everybody's in that and you're behind? 

for talking with me tonight? 
At the conclusion of the interview, appellant interjected: 

Ahm . . . I've been ah what? How can I say this? Guess I'm saying 
it as I'm saying it. And -- part of life that you get, I guess you 
[gotta] just go down in the water, for whatever and --- you mature. 
Q. 

A. I guess so, yeah. 
During the next few days, two of appellant's friends, Mark Lavallee and 

Arthur Brown, saw him at the jail. Lavallee came on the Monday after the 

shooting, and continued to visit appellant on a regular basis thereafter. On 

his second visit, appellant made the cornnent that we were all robots: when 

Lavallee asked what he meant by that, appellant said that we have a transistor 

on the top of our head. Appellant had let his fingernails grow really long, and 

Is that why you was at the lake tonight? 

0 
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referred to the brillo pad which he used in his job at the jail as if it were 
a friend of his. Several visits later, appellant told Lavallee that the birds 

outside the jail were watching him. Lavallee believed that appellant's mental 
condition during this time was very unstable. 

@ 

Arthur Brown was the brother of Robert Brown (who had testified earlier 

about appellant's behavior the day before the shootings), and the two of them 

had grown up in the neighborhood with appellant. Arthur, however, unlike 

Robert, had not had much contact with appellant for a few years prior to the 
incident. When Arthur saw appellant at the jail "he wasn't the person I knew 

at all.'' "[Tlhe change was so dramatic, it's hard to describe. Just a shell 
of a person. You know, it's hard to explain --- I just can't find words to 

explain." Arthur tried, without much success, to carry on a conversation with 

appellant. On cross-examination, asked by the prosecutor whether appellant 
seemed upset or depressed, Arthur replied that he "didn't sense as much 
depression as I did incoherence." (R2466-71, 2515-18, 2524-25) 

E. 3'HE W T  TE STIMONY ON THE 0 UESTION OF SANI'fy 

In support of the defense of insanity, the defense offered the testimony 

of psychiatrists Emanuel Tanay and Rufus Vaughn, and psychologist Robert 
Berland. The state countered with psychiatrist Arturo Gonzalez, clinical 

psychologist Sidney Merin, and neurosurgeon Stephen Prdar. 
Dr. Tanay testified that in his opinion appellant was legally insane, 

under the M'Naghten standard, on H o v d e r  16, 1985 when the shootings occurred. 

Tanay evaluated appellant in January, 1986, and described him as "one of the 
most severe psychotics that I have seen while in jail." 

Regarding the diagnosis of schizophrenia, Tanay testified that "the first 
principle in medicine, generally, and in psychiatry, particularly, is: Take a 
history." In order to determine whether a person is schizophrenic, it is 

necessary not only to observe and interview him, but also to get a history from 
f ami 1 y members and other sources : 

, lay people don't call it schizophrenia, but they also 
%?y%agnosis. They call it something else. They might call 
it, "He's weird. He's crazy", whatever. But many times, lay people 
make observations that are very valid even though not put in 
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scientific terms. 
The history is also important to determine whether somebody is malingering 

a psychotic condition. Dr. Tanay explained that, while it is possible for a 
knowledgeable individual to feign psychosis i n  an interview, "[Ylou [the 
psychiatrist] never rely only on the examination. You have a longstanding 
history. I mean, nobody malingers for a long time, malingers ahead of time." 

When Dr. Tanay first saw appellant at the jail in January, 1986, he was 
uncoarnunicative, suicidal, and appeared to be in a psychotic state. Tanay 
concluded that he was incompetent to stand trial at that tiare, but that he would 
become competent in a relatively short time if treated with medication. The 

trial court ruled accordingly, and appellant was hospitalized. 
Among the factors which Dr. Tanay found psychiatrically significant was 

appellant's family history of mental illness, including a grandmother who was 
admitted to a New Jersey state hospital in the 1930s with a diagnosis of 
"dementia praecox" (an old term for schizophrenia), and a great grandfather in 
Italy who spent the last ten years of his life in a mental institution in a 
catatonic schizophrenic state. Heredity, while not necessarily the direct cause a 
of Schizophrenia, does predispose a person to it; which Dr. Tanay described as 
a family or genetic "loading." 

The onset of schizophrenia, according to Dr. Tanay, typically occurs in 
late adolescence or early adulthood; which is why it was originally called the 
praecox (premature) dementia. Tanay noted that six months or more before the 
shootings, appellant's family and friends began observing that he was behaving 
and thinking strangely. "He felt that something was happening at the bottom of 
the lake, there was a door at the bottom of the lake; and birds were following 
him. Both [his] brother and sister described to me that bumper stickers had 
special waning for him." 

Another important factor in the formation of Dr. Tanay's opinion was 
appellant's statearant to Detective Nipper on the night of the shootings: 

The videotape itself, which was done inmediately after, in my 
opinion, shows clearly immediately after this tragic event that he's 
a bizarre psychotic individual -- the transcript. But I think more 
than the transcript, the videotape shows -- even though the police 
officers go about their business to just get facts, they don't do 
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a psychiatric examination -- but I think a viewing of this shows 
that he is just,a perplexed, ina Propriate -- it clearly shows the 
When Dr. Tanay interviewed appellant, he asked him "Why did you kill your 

family?" Appellant would answer that they made fun of him; "They called me 
monkey and chicken." Another time, he said that a girl at the topless bar had 
made a coment which indicated that he should kill his family. 

picture, in my judgment, of a sc 1 ieophrenic individual. 

And how that connects, you know, it's an irrational statement. It's 
something that makes us all uncomfortable, but that's how a 
schizophrenic thinks. And he tries to make it rational, too, by 
saying that he wanted to kill Clay because he was no 
another time, however, he said that Cla was he1 ful to im, that 
his mother married Clay. Be was happy for his mother, happy for 
Clay . 

rod* At 
they -- he told Doctor Merin, for examp I e, that R e was happy when 

(R2196-97, 2205-06, 2210-11, 2216-27, 2235-36, 2241-42, 2367) 

Dr. Rufus Vaughn (a psychiatrist who was initially retained by the 
prosecution to examine appellant on the issue of sanity, also testified that 
appellant was insane, as defined under Florida law, on November 16, 1985 when 
he shot his mother, stepbrother and stepfather. 

From 1982 until January 30, 1987, Dr. Vaughn served as a psychiatrist at 
When appellant was the North Florida Evaluation and Treatment Center (IFETC). 

a 
codtted to NFETC as incompetent to stand trial, Dr. Vaughn was his treating 
physician. At the end of that 
time, he was returned to Court, with the recotmendation of Dr. Vaughn that he 
was now competent to stand trial. During that period of time, Vaughn had not 
examined appellant on the issue of sanity or insanity at the time of the 
offense. He explained that there is a state policy which prohibits state 
hospital personnel from examining patients on the issue of insanity, for two 

Appellant was hospitalieedthere for six months. 

reasons : 
One is, the State feels that's a cowanunity problem, not a State 
problem. And secondly, quite frankly, the State was very, very 
short of psychiatrists. We had three or two hundred patients up 
there, and they didn't want us flying around the state testifying 
at trials because we had so little time to take care of patients. 
So we were asked not t o  get involved with that issue. 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: And you did not get involved with that? 
DR. VAUGEI?: I did not. 
In March, 1987, the State Attorney, Hr. Schaub, came up to Gainesville 
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and took a statement from Dr. Vaughn on the question of appellant's competency 

to stand trial. 
The opinion that I gave him at that time was that the young man was 
competent but there probably was some malingerin . We did not 
of the crime. ... discuss or raise the issue of insanity at the time o f the c d s s i o n  
The State Attorney, aware that Dr. Vaughn was retiring from the hospital 

system, requested him to look at appellant from the standpoint of a second 
question, i.e., his sanity at the time of the offense. Vaughn said he would be 

pleased to do that. On May 21, 1987, Dr. Vaughn came to Bradenton to interview 
appellant. Before going to the jail, he reviewed certain materials in the State 

Attorney's office, including the videotape of appellant's statement to police 
on the night of his arrest. He found the videotape striking in a number of 
respects; appellant's flat affect , his inappropriate emotional responses, his 
weird and erratic thought processes, his peculiarities of association; all of 
which were indicative of schizophrenia. 

Dr. Vaughn attempted to interview appellant that day, but appellant 
refused to talk to him. Vaughn returned six days later and saw appellant at the 
jail : 

0 
It was an extremely difficult interview. He began attacking me as 
a traitor -- I've forgotten what he said: that I had no business 
being there, that I was not his friend. And he really was very, 
very unpleasant. And that was how the interview began; my 
attempting to -- I was actually sitting there kind of sweating, "How 
am I going to get out of this bind." 
But eventually, he calmed down and began to talk. But he caare out 
with a tirade at first. 

When he had first arrived at the hospital, appellant refused to eat, so 
he was tube fed. In the May 27 jail interview, 
Dr. Vaughn asked him why he had started eating again, and appellant replied that 

that was one of the steps he had to go through. He told Vaughn that he had to 
go through a number of other steps; he had to go through trial, he had to go 

through sentencing, he had to go through rape, he had to go through the step of 
getting his eyeballs plucked out, he had to go through the step of getting 
choked. Dr. Vaughn also noted appellant's flat affect and blocked associations 

That's how it began. 

The next day he began eating. 

in the interview: a 
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For example, I said to him on -- we were talking and on one 
occasion, for example, with no apparent stimulus, out of the clear 
blue sky, he starts talkin about Coke can tabs with the number 8. 

Be said "Eight wads of toilet tissue." 
I quite frankly admit I couldn't make any sense of that. 
Dr. Vaughn testified that he did not believe appellant was malingering in 

the interview. He stated that he had never seen a non-psychotic person make up 

word association deficits; it is almost impossible to do. Based on appellant's 

bizarre associations, combined with his affect, the nature of the crime, and his 

past history, it was Dr. Vaughn's opinion that he was psychotic. Specifically, 

he went on, appellant's disorder "is just classical paranoid schizophrenia." 

After viewing the videotape and interviewing appellant, Dr. Vaughn advised 

the State Attorney that it was his opinion that appellant was insane at the time 

of the offense. (R2560-61, 2567-84, 2589-95) 

And later, I said "Well, w ! at's that about?" 
a 

In its case in rebuttal, the state called Dr. Arturo Gonzalez, who stated 

his opinion that appellant was sane, as defined by Florida law, at the time of 

the shootings. It was Gonzalez' diagnosis that appellant did not have a 

psychotic illness, but instead had a personality disorder of the antisocial and 
schizoid types. (R2866-69, 2873) 

On cross-examination, Dr. Gonzalez was asked whether he thought appellant 

had planned the shooting of his family before he went to get the guns that 

night. He answered: 

Okay. What I said is, I think that this is a combination of 
factors. Here, we have a, man that obviously he has a personality 
disorder, he's an antisocial personality. As such, he's explosive 
and could be violent. 

And this individual, now compoundin that problem, has taken 
and the combination of the alcohol, the drugs, the cocaine, plus 
his personality created a very explosive situation. 
In light of these contributing factors, it was Dr. Gonzalez' opinion that 

what triggered the already volatile situation was Clay Carroll grabbing the 

shotgun away from appellant. If that had not happened, Gonzalez believed that 

appellant most likely would not have killed anybody in the house. Possibly he 

cocaine, has abused cocaine that day, 1 as himself drank ten beers; 

would have killed somebody outside the house "because who knows what would have 

0 happened outside?" 
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Q [by Mr. Slater): What you're sa ing is that there was a split- 

A. After Clay is wrestling the gun from him, he pulls out the qun. 
At that moment, he's going to shoot Clay. He knows, whether it's 
ten seconds -- -- And in the seconds that go on -- I don't know how long, perhaps 
15 seconds, 20 seconds in the struggle -- he makes up his mind he s 
going to shoot him and he's going to do it. 

second decision made after the con P rontation? 

(R2886-87) 

Psychologist Sidney Merin also testified that in his opinion appellant 

was sane, under Florida law, at the time of the shootings. According to Merin, 
psychological tests (administered by Merin's psychometrist) confirmed his 

opinion that appellant was not psychotic, but had a personality disorder of the 

boarderline and schizotypal varietieg. (R2931, 2955-79, 2993, 3013-16) 

F* - 
Dr. Rufus Vaughn testified that, in his opinion, appellant was suffering 

from a severe schizophrenic illness at the time of the offenses, and that both 

"mental mitigating circumstances" existed. Specifically, Vaughn stated that 

appellant was under the influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance on 

November 16, 1985, and that his ability to appreciate the criminality of his 
conduct or conform his conduct to the requirements of law was substantially 
impaired. (R3333-38) 

* 
Joyce Seelbach, appellant's sister, testified regarding appellant's early 

life and the effect of their father's disabling illness, and also concerning 
appellant's mental state just prior to the shootings. During the sumner and 
fall of 1985, Joyce became alarmed by the strange ideas which her brother was 

expressing. He thought that birds, cars, and helicopters were following him. 

He kept on saying "A raven", and the raven was talking to him. Her first 
reaction was that it might be drugs, but as time went on she concluded 

otherwise: "There was something wrong and, obviously, it wasn't a drug problem. 

Psychologist Robert Berland, a defense surrebuttal witness, also reviewed 
Berland found that 0 the test results and disagreed with Merin's interpretation. 

the tests showed a psychotic profile. (R3033-42) 
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Obviously, it was something else wrong." She testified: 
Well, for awhile, he'd come over and talk to me and I got scared. 
I know one time when he came over, he was talking to me and I got 
really scared and I didn't know how to react. And the only thing 
that I could think of was praying. And even then, I was scared to 
do that. I don't know why, but I was. And I said, "Well, read the 
Bible." 

And I brought him one out and I said, ''Here. Do you want this one?'' 
You know, I didn't know. I was scared because he was actin 
strange. 
that's why I'm jumping, because like one conversation didn't go in 
a normal pattern. One minute, he'd be talking about one thing; and 
the next minute he'd be talking about going into the Army, into 
basic training and getting help. 
On Friday night, November 15, 1985, the night before the shootings, Joyce 

Joyce had not seen appellant for a couple of weeks, which 

0 

He would talk to me and he'd jump back and forth -- an 8 

called her mother. 
was unusual: 

WR. COMBS [defense counsel]: So why did you call your mother? 
A .  Because I was worried. I was concerned where he was because he 
had talked about going down to the bottom of the lake and I was 
etting worried that he might go ahead and go to the bottom of the 
fake. 

Q. What did that mean to you? 
A. I interpreted it that he was going to try and kill himself; that 
if someone goes down to the bottom of the lake and stays there -- 
he mentioned that there was doors there. Well, they aren't going to 
come up if they wait down there too long. 
Q. Drown themselves? 

A. Right. I thought it was maybe a wa of him coverin up. You 
way of covering up wanting to c d t  suicide. 
When Joyce expressed her concerns to her mother that night on the phone, 

Frances reacted by accusing Joyce and their other brother Jim of "always coming 
down on Rick"; always being against him. 

know, say, "I'll go to the bottom of t g e lake,"but tha ! it was a 

Q. What did you tell your mother in response to that? 

A. I said, ''Well, there's something wrong." I said, "He's not 
acting right," that we've got to help Rick. 

Q. And what did she say? 
A. That's when she said that, that me and my older brother were 
always against him. And I said, you know, it was the farthest truth 
because I always -- well, we were on the swim team to ether. Me and 

Q. Were you against Rick? 

Rick always -- we did things together growing up an I! everything. 
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A. no. 
Q. What did you want? 

A. I wanted to help him. There was something wrong and I got to 
the point, well, obviously it wasn't drugs, but there was something 
definite1 wrong. And I was scared he was goin to try and commit 
suicide, le hat he was going to go down to the bo ! tom of the lake. 

(R3353-60) 
OF TEE AR GUMm 

The trial court's responsibility to insure that a defendant is not tried 
while incompetent is a continuing one; extending through the pre-trial stages 
to the beginning of trial, and throughout the trial and sentencing proceedings. 

Drone; m; u. "[A] judge's responsibility to guard against the 

possibility that an accused person may have become incompetent does not end when 

the trial begins." Pouncey. This constitutional guarantee is implemented in 

Florida by F1a.R.Cr.P. 3.210 and 3.211, which require the trial court to order 

a competency evaluation and hearing if, at any time before or during trial, 

there is reasonable ground to believe that the defendant M Y  be incompetent to 
stand trial. Scott. In the instant case, on the Monday morning immediately 

prior to jury selection, defense counsel requested a competency hearing, after 

informing the trial court that on the preceding Friday the state had offered a 

plea for concurrent life sentences. Defense counsel, along with appellant's 

brother and sister, had visited him at the jail and urged him to accept the 
offer. Appellant explained that the verdict and punishment made no difference, 

and he could not be executed, because he was going to be spiritually released - 
and subsequently physically released - on July 4, 1989 regardless of the court 
proceedings. He had arrived at that date based on the fact that it was 

Independence Day, and based on the number of letters in his three names. 
Appellant further told counsel that this information had come from what a judge 

had told him in his dreams. 
The problem here is not that appellant refused the plea offer. The 

problem is that his reasons for refusing the plea offer were irrational on their 

face, and give rise to a reasonable doubt as to whether appellant had a 
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sufficient present ability to consult with his attorneys with a reasonable 

degree of rational understanding. w; m; Scott. Under these 

circumstances, a competency hearing was mandatory, and trial court's refusal to 
provide one requires reversal for a new trial [Issue I]. 

During jury selection, the prosecutor peremptorily challenged all three 

of the black jurors who remained on the panel after the challenges for cause 

were exercised. Appellant does not challenge the excusal of Wrs. Davis. 

However, the reasons given by the prosecutor for exercising l4s. WcDuffie and 

Wrs. Johnson clearly do not meet the standard established by this Court in the 
w, w, and Aibler decisions. As to both WcDuffie and Johnson, the 

prosecutor misstated answers given by the juror on voir dire, indicating that 
he was listening for reasons to excuse them, rather than listening to what they 

said. The laundry list of reasons given by the prosecutor include (1) reasons 

totally unsupported by the record; (2) reasons unrelated to the facts of the 
case or to the juror's ability to serve impartially; and (3) reasons equally 

applicable (or more so) to white jurors who were accepted by the state. Slamy. 
The excusal of even one minority juror for impermissible reasons - reasons 

which are unsupported by the record or which appear to be a pretext for racial 

discrimination - is reversible error. w; Thornwon. It is the trial 
judge's responsibility to critically evaluate the credibility of the 

prosecutor's explanation, and not merely accept it at face value. SlaDDY; 
w; m t r e e  [Issue 111. 

0 

The State Attorney's cross-examination of the defense expert witnesses on 

the issue of sanity, and his presentation of evidence in rebuttal on that 
critical issue, were replete with error. Irrelevant, misleading, and extremely 

prejudicial testimony was repeatedly elicited by the State Attorney, over 
repeated and strenuous defense relevancy objections and motions for mistrial. 

Nany of the State Attorney's tactics amounted to deliberate prosecutorial 
misconduct designed to mislead and prejudice the jury [see Issues 111-A (The 

"Hired Gun" Attack); 111-B (Dr. Tanay'r Bill); 111-D (Dr. Tanay's "Problems with 

Other Judges); Issue X (violation of the trial court's earlier ruling that the 
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removal of organs from Bret Carroll for transplantation was irrelevant)]. The 

State Attorney made it clear to the trial court that part of his strategy in 

this trial was to attack psychiatry as a profession, and in his cross- 
examination of Dr. Tanay he launched into at least four different lines of 
irrelevant questioning designed not to test the credibility of Tanay's 

conclusions, but rather to question the legitimacy and even the admissibility 

of psychiatric testimony in general [Issue 111-6 (The "Rosenhan Study", the 

Ziskin Book, the Tarasoff Case, and Former Chief Justice Burger)]. 

0 

In his cross-examination of Dr. Vaughn, the State Attorney brought out 

before the jury that it is not uncamon for persons found not guilty of homicide 

by reason of insanity to spend only six to eight months in the state mental 

hospital. Florida courts, and those of numerous other jurisdictions have 

recognized that coments or cross-examination designed to draw the jury's 
attention to the defendant's possible early release in the event of an insanity 
acquittal are grossly improper and prejudicial, to the point of denying a fair 

trial. See e.g. p i l l i m ;  Johnson; Evala; kJall; Hakal [Issue IV-A]. 
In its rebuttal case, the State Attorney was allowed to elicit an opinion 

on sanity from an expert witness (neurosurgeon Dr. Stephen Padar) who 

acknowledged that he was not even familiar with the definition of insanity under 
Florida law. Padar's testimony was also improper rebuttal (since the defense 

had never claimed that appellant suffered from organic brain damage), but more 

importantly, the State Attorney held this witness out to the jury as the only 

"genuine scientist" to offer an opinion on the issue of sanity. The error in 

allowing this witness to state an opinion on sanity which was not based on the 
M'Naghten Rule [see Guruanus] was therefore extremely harmful [Issue V]. 

The trial court also erred in allowing the State Attorney to present 
irrelevant and inflamatory testimony from two police officers about the 

criminal behavior patterns of drug addicts [Issue VI], and in allowing the State 

Attorney to introduce extensive evidence before the jury relating not to 
appellant's sanity but rather to his competency to stand trial [Issue VII]. 
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In the penalty phase, the jury's 7-5 death recomnendation (as to Bret 
Carroll) was tainted by improper evidence; argument; limitation of defense 

argument; and jury instructions. Only one valid aggravating circumstance exists 

in this case: the trial court's weighing of the aggravating and mitigating 

factors was compromised by his consideration of unproven aggravators, non- 

statutory aggravators, and lack of remorse; as well as his failure to provide 

contemporaneous written reasons. Under the totality of the circumstances of the 

case - including (1) only one valid aggravator (based on a contemporaneous 

conviction); (2) both mental mitigators found, and extensive evidence of mental 

illness, as well as cocaine and alcohol w e  on the day of the shootings; (3) the 

fact that this was not an organized crime or underworld killing, but one arising 

out of family difficulties [see Garro~]; and (4) appellant's lack of a history 

of violent behavior - the death penalty is proportionally unwarranted. See 

Garron; Holsworth; Car uthers ; ma;  wiison. 

UmLL 
TEE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO ORDER A COMPETENCY HEARING 
PRIOR TO SELECTION OF THE JURY ON OCTOBER 26, 1987. 

A *  - 
The constitutional right of an accused not to be tried while incompetent 

contains both a substantive and a procedural element. The substantive principle 

is that a defendant's right to due process is violated if he is tried while 

incompetent. See U h o D  v. Un ited Sta tea, 350 U.S. 961 (1956); Puskv v. United 
Stat=, 362 U.S. 402 (1956); hape v. S tatg, 388 So.2d 1022 (Fla. 1980). The 

corollary, but separate, procedural guarantee is the requirement that the State 
maintain adequate procedures to ensure the defendant's right to be tried while 

competent. See Pate v. Rob insog, 383 U.S. 375 (1966); DroDe v. Missour i, 420 
U.S. 162 (1975): m. "[Flailure to observe procedures to protect a 

defendant's right not to be tried or convicted while incompetent deprives him 

of his due process right to a fair trial." DrODe v. Missouri, 420 U.S. at 172. 0 
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The test for determining competency, under both Florida and federal law, 

is (1) whether the defendant has a sufficient pres ent ability to consult with 

his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding, and (2) whether 

he has a rational as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against 

him. This constitutional standard has been implemented in Florida by the 

adoption of F1a.R.Cr.P. 3.210 and 3.211. Rule 3.210(b) states: 

Or Yon 
to determine the de r endant's mental condition, 

which shall be he 1 d no later than 20 days after the date of the 
o ]I said hearing. 

If before or during the trial the court of its own motion, 
motion of counsel for the defendant or for the State, has reasona le 
ground to believe that the defendant is not mentally competent to 
stand trial, the court shall imediatel enter its order setting a 
time for a hearin 

filing of the motion, and shall order the defendant to be examined 
b no more than three nor fewer than two experts prior to the date 

Attorneys for the State and the defendant may be 
present at the examination. 

In determining whether to order a hearing pursuant to Rule 3.210(b), the 

test is "whether there is reasonable ground to believe that the defendant 

be incompetent, not whether he incompetent" Scott v. St-, 420 So.2d 595, 

597 (Fla. 1982); Palker v. State, 384 So.2d 730, 733 (Pla. 4th DCA 1980); 

v. State, 442 So.2d 357, 359 (Pla. 1st DCA 1983). The competency rule 

is mandatory, and states that "upon reasonable ground the court fix a 
0 

time for a hearing." Scott. As explained in -, 442 So.2d at 359: 

Once the judge is presented with reasonable rounds to believe a 
defendant my not have sufficient present abi P ity to consult with 
his attorne and aid in the preparation of his defense with a 

examination ursuant to Rule 3.210. ... The issue in this case is 
substantiai evidence from which the judge could conclude Kothman 
was competent to stand trial. 

In v. State, at 1025, this Court addressed the question of what 

constitutes "reasonable ground" to believe that a defendant is not mentally 

competent to stand trial, so as to activate the trial court's responsibility to 

order a competency hearing pursuant to Rules 3.210 and 3.211: 

reasonable d egree of understanding ... he must order a hearing and 
not, as t i e State] contends, whether there was competent, 

The United States Supreme Court in Dusky restated the historical 
rule that a person accused of a crime who is incompetent to stand 
trial shall not be The 
conduct a hearing for competency to stand triaf whenever it 
reasonably ap ears neceBsary, whether requested or not, to ensure 

Dusky. The United States Supreme Court reiterated this directive 
in Drope and said: 

roceeded against while he is incompetent. 
law is now clear t E at the trial court has the res onsibility to 
that a defen x ant meets the standard of competency set forth in 
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The import of our decision in Pate v. Robinson is that evidence 
of a defendant's irrational behavior, his demeanor at trial, and 

prior medical opinion on competence to stand trial are all ""T re evant in determining whether further inquiry is required, but 
that even one of these factors standing alone may, in some 
circumstances, be sufficient. There are, of course, no fixed or 
imutable signs which invariably indicate the need for further 
in uiry to determine fitness to proceed; the question is often a 
d i  1 ficult one in which a wide range of manifestations and subtle 
nuances are implicated [420 U.S. at 180-181, 95 S.Ct. at 9081. 

See also Pridaen v. Stat e, 531 So.2d 951, 954 (Fla. 1988). 

Other factors which have been recognized as bearing upon whether 

reasonable grounds existed to order a competency hearing include a defendant's 
suicidal behavior [D- ' o d,]; his insistence on a course of action 
clearly not in his best interests [$cott]; and the representations of the 
defendant's lawyer [ProDe; Scott]. While the trial judge is not required to 
accept at face value the lawyer's representations concerning his client's 

competency, "an expressed doubt in that regard by the one with 'the closest 
contact with the defendant' is unquestionably a factor which should be 

considered." Scott, at 597 (quoting from DroDe v. nissourl ' ,  420 U.S. at 177- 
0 178, n.13). 

The trial court's responsibility to ensure that the defendant is not tried 

while incompetent is a continuing one; extending through the pre-trial stages 

to the beginning of trial, and throughout the trial and sentencing proceedings. 

See e.g. prop*; m; m. A prior determination of competency is by no 
means conclusive of the defendant's press mental condition, in light of new 
or additional evidence indicating that he MY now be incompetent. m; 
Pridaw; see also State v.  m, 245 N.W.2d 848, 852-57 (Minn. 1976); Atwell 

v. State, 354 So.2d 30, 37 (Ala.Cr. App. 1977). "[A] judge's responsibility to 

guard against the possibility that an accused person may have become incompetent 
does not end when the trial begins." e , 349 F.2d 699, 

700 (D.C. Cir. 1965); State v. SDivey , 319 A.2d 461, 471 (N.J. 1974); State v, 
Bauer. As stated by the U.S. Supreme Court in proDe (420 U.S. at 181) and by 

this Court in Lann. (388 So.2d at 1025), "Even when a defendant is competent at 
the conmencement of his trial, a trial court must always be alert to 

circumstances suggesting a change that would render the accused unable to meet @ 
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the standards of competence to stand trial." See also v. St-, 494 

So.2d 230, 232 (Fla. 3d DCA 1986). 

B. DEFENSE COUNSEL'S PRE - TRIALREQUEST FOR - 
Prior to jury selection, on Xonday, October 26, 1987, defense counsel 

brought to the trial court's attention a matter which led counsel to believe 

that appellant was presently irrational and incompetent to stand trial. 

X R .  COMBS [defense counsel]: All right. Let me bring the Court 
current on the situation. Of course, in meeting with Rick, we have 
advised him of the three charges pending against him; the two 
Indictments for first-degree murder and the one Information for 
attempted first-degree murder. Rick, you understand the charges? 

THE DEFEIDANT: Yeah. 

MR. COMBS: All right. He understands. He's been advised that the 
statute penalty is life on each of these charges, and such penalty 
and sentence could be im osed in a consecutive nature; and he 

He's also been advised that the prosecution intends to seek the 
death penalty if he's found guilty on these charges. And he has 
told us that he understands that. Is that correct, Rick? 
THE DEPENDANT: Yes. 

MR. COMBS: Now, we have reviewed this with him. We've talked about 
the evidence. We've answered all of his questions. 
And then on Friday, October 23rd of this year, an offer from the 
Prosecution was communicated to us. And the offer was two 
concurrent life sentences on the charges of first-degree murder, 
and then a consecutive 22-year sentence on the other charge, with 
a three-year minimum mandatory. 

And we've explained to the Defendant that there would be a minimum 
required sentence of 28 years with the possibility of release before 
serving 35 years. 

Rick, did we explain that to you? 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

WR. COMBS: We were able to contact Rick's brother and sister, and 
we were able to allow a personal visit in the jail where the 
discussed this situation with him. They discussed the offer wit 
him and all aspects of this trial. Mr. Slater [co-counsel] and I 
were with them until late Friday afternoon. 

And at that time, Rick advised us that he rejected this plea offer 
and desired to proceed to trial. 

And, Your Honor, for the record, we feel that his reason for this 
decision ;- his reasons are evidence of his incompetency, and it's 
based on irrational thought processes. 

indicated to us then that i e understands that. 

x 
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Rick ex lained to us and told us that he believes that he will be 
release8 on July 4th, 1989, regardless of these court proceedin s, 

court makes no difference as to his future. 

He tells us that if he accepts this plea offer, or what had been 
offered last week, that he will not be released on July 4th, 1989. 
And he tells us that the only wa that he is going to be released 

Is that correct, Rick? 

THE DEFENDANT: Sort of. 
WR. COMBS: All right. And he stated to us that he did not believe 
that he would be released on July Ith, 1989, if he would accept this 
plea offer. 

Now, when we questioned him as to this date, the significance of 
July 4th, 1989, he explained to us that that is Inde endence Day, 

day. 

And he also pointed out to us that the number of letters in his 
three names, when read backwards, are 7, 8, 9, and he interprets 
those numbers as meaning July of 1989. 

He tells us further that this information has come to hila front his 
dreams as to what some judge has told him -- what an inmate had told 
him. 

and that the verdict of this jury and any punishment imposed by t ! is 

on that date is to proceed with t K is trial. 

and to him that means that he will gain his indepen f ence on that 

. . .  . . .  
He have discussed with Rick the possibility of the death enalty, 
and I believe that he understands that. 
response is, he just laughs at it. He says that he cannot be 
executed, that he s oing to be released s iritually on that date, 

And, quite fra nP ly, his 
and subsequently he' P 1 be released physica P ly. 

(R36-42) 

The trial judge stated that he would "deny the motion for the Suggestion 

of Incompetency." After several other subjects were discussed, the prosecutor 
indicated that he might join in the defense's request for a continuance. As one 

of his reasons, the prosecutor said: 
In addition, an attack was made upon competency. We are trying to 
research that to see whether or not it is mandatory upon the Cour: 
to hold such a hearing on competency. 
So we're looking at that. 
Also, of course, they wanted - 
THE COURT: You mean, tlr. Schaub, that any time they want one in the 
course of a trial, they can have one? 

HR. SCHAUB: I hope not. 
THE COURT: I don't think that's the Rule. 

WR. SCHAUB: I don't think so either, but we're trying to find some 
law. It does say "shall", so that's a problem. 

The rule does say "shall. 
We d like some time to do that. 
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( R7 8 - 7 9) 
Shortly thereafter, the prosecutor brought up the competency question a 

again, citing u, and Kothn\an, for the proposition that "Once the judge is 
presented with reasonable grounds to believe a defendant may not have sufficient 

present ability to consult with his attorney and aid in preparation of his 

defense with a reasonable degree of understanding, the judge must order a 

hearing and examination for the purpose of determining whether the defendant is 

competent to stand trial." Nevertheless, the trial judge refused to order an 
evaluation and hearing, relying instead on the prior determination of 
competency : 

... [A]s far as the Defense motion for another examination, I find 
that the record shows the man has been examined and been certified, 

I have watched him, observed him in hearings and here, and I find 
that the man acts very competent. Now, 
doctors have said he is, and I have no one else to re1 on but the 
doctors who have examined him. 
gent 1 emen. 

At least he acts that way. 

So we will proceed wit K the trial, 
(R95-96) 

C. mE TRIAL IN BEFUSI#G 
TO ORDER A COMP-CY 

The state's plea offer for concurrent life sentences was made on the 

Friday before trial. Defense counsel, along with appellant's brother and 

sister, visited him at the jail and urged him to accept the offer. Appellant 
explained that the verdict and punishment made no difference, and he could not 
be executed, because he was going to be spiritually released on July 4, 1989 

regardless of the court proceedings. He had arrived at that date based on the 

fact that it was Independence Day, and based on the number of letters in his 

three names. Appellant further told counsel that this information had come from 

what a judge had told him in his dreams. On Monday before jury selection, 

- 

And subsequently physically released. 
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defense counsel informed the trial court of this development, and requested a 

competency evaluation. The information before the court was more than a 
sufficient to give rise to a reasonable doubt as to whether appellant had the 

present ability to consult with his attorney with a reasonable degree of 
rational understanding, or whether he had a rational as well as factual 

understanding of the proceedings against him. See &&y; m; $cott; m. 
InScott v. State, 420 So.2d at 597, this Court said: 

A number of factors, each minor b itself but taken together 

hearing should have been held. The record in this case is replete 
with numerous instances both before and during trial wherein the 
trial court should have been alerted to the fact that a hearing was 
necessary. Prior to the comnencement of the trial, counsel for 
appellant requested such a hearing. He made known to the court that 
he was having great difficulty in conmunicating with his client and 
that appellant was unable to assist him in the preparation of the 
defense. Later, before sentencing, defense counsel once again 
requested that a pellant be evaluated, but his request was not acted 

In addition, an agreement had been reached 
between defense counsel and the state that the prosecutor would 
waive the death penalty if appellant a reed to have his case tried 
by a six-person jury instead of twe 'i ve. The trial court was 
prepared to ratify this agreement. Appellant, personally, however, 
overrode his lawyer's recornendation and rejected this eminently 
favorable bargain. 
The trial court in the present case refused to order a competency hearing, 

weighty indeed, combine to persuade t \ is Court that a competency 

upon by the tria P judge. 

and said "There's been no showing ... by the Defense that there's anything 

further that has changed that in any way, fashion or form except that he gets 

up and says he doesn't take a deal. The only thing he says is, he didn't take 

some kind of a negotiated plea. I don't think it 
has anything to do with whether or not he's competent." 

That's a matter of judgment. 

The problem, however, is not that appellant didn't take a plea; the 
problem is Jaey he didn't take the plea. If defense counsel had merely told the 

judge "He won't take the plea offer, and we believe its an irrational decision", 
then there would not necessarily be a reasonable doubt of appellant's 
competency, especially in light of the earlier findings. But in the instant 

case, defense counsel informed the judge of the jeason appellant gave for 
rejecting the plea offer, and those reasons are irrational on their face. The 

test for whether a hearing is necessary is whether there is reasonable ground 
be incompetent, not whether he & incompetent; 0 to believe the defendant 
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determination of the latter question is what the hearing is for. Scott; u; 
m. Moreover, the trial judge was aware that appellant's mental condition 
was, at best, unstable. While he was aware of the prior findings of competency 
by predecessor judges (and in fact placed too much reliance on them, in light 
of the information casting doubt on appellant's presea competency), he was also 
aware that appellant had at one point been found incometent to stand trial and 

was connnitted to the state hospital. He was also aware that the defense at 

trial was going to be insanity, and that at least two experts - Dr. Tanay and 
Dr. Vaughn (the latter of whom was appellant's psychiatrist at the state 
hospital during the time he was committed as incompetent to stand trial) - were 
prepared to testify that appellant was insane at the time of the offenses. (see 

R3617-18) Therefore, it could not be assumed that appellant's mental condition 

was necessarily the same on October 23rd and 26th, 1987 as it was in June and 
July of that year. See m; pridaerl; Bauey. 

Not only did the trial judge err in refusing to order a competency hearing 

when defense counsel requested it, subsequent testimony at trial and prior to 
sentencing should also have made it clear to the judge that there was more than 

a reasonable doubt as to appellant's competency. At trial, Douglas Bonar, who 

was appellant's counselor at the state hospital for three months in the suRllRer 
of 1986, testified that appellant had a fixation on a particular date, July 4. 

WR. COMBS [defense counsel]: He told you, on July the 4th, 
everything would be over? 
WR. BONAR: Yes. 

' 

Q. 
A. 

Q- 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

That is Independence Day; right? 
Yes. 

And that on that date, on Inde endence Da he would 
meet his master? 
I believe that 's correct. 

That's right. And that somehow, he got -- he had the 
idea that a judge had told him that he would be released 
on July Ith? 
That's correct. 

That's ri ht? And that sonrething like supernatural was 

Is that what i e told you. 4,  

going to I appen; right? 
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A. That's correct. 
Q- Now, Mr. Bonar, he also indicated to you that he was 

going to suffocate; right, that he had to choke or 
suffocate? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And that and somehow, he was going to be released; 

A. That's what he said, yes. 

Q. Like in some,.what? Incarnate way; that his spirit was 

A. I believe that's what he was meaning, yes. 

released from his body? 

going leave his body? 

(R2815-16) 

Dr. Rufus Vaughn testified that appellant had told him "My life is full 
of steps . " 

He said when he comes back to jail here, he had to o through a 
number of other steps. 
the -- there were several things that he said. These were things 
that had to be done in his life. 

And I asked him if he were fatalistic and -- also, he said he had 
to go through the step of havin his eyeballs plucked out and go 
through the ste So the steps relate to some 

Dr. Vaughn stated that the psychiatric significance of appellant's thought 
process involving these "steps" which he must go through in order to achieve 

some sort of a goal was: 

He had to o through trial, i e had to go 
through sentencing, he had to go t i! rough rape, had to go through 

of getting cho g. ed. 
other kinds of P eelings that he had. 

It's weird and it's peculiar to him. 

talking, they still don't make any sense. 

But psychotics will sometimes develop a repetitive kind of 
presentation in order to control the psychosis. They will eat in 
certain ways. They don clothes in certain ways. 

And this one is steps in certain ways. ... 

But ps chotics do this. They 
do things that don't make any sense to anybo g y. And when they begin 

(R2576-77) 
Prior to sentencing, defense counsel Larry Combs took the stand and 

testified regarding the events surrounding appellant's refusal of the plea 
offer. (R3769-73) See Scott v. State , 420 So.2d at 597 ("Later, before 

sentencing, defense counsel once again requested that appellant be evaluated, 

but this request was not acted upon by the trial judge.") When counsel would a 
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try to discuss the possibility of a plea agreement with appellant, he would 

explain that he did not want this because going to trial was a necessary step 

which he had to go through in order to be released on July 4, 1989. Appellant 
"said he had been told this by a number of persons, although he could never 
identify or give us any names of people that had told him this; and even said 

at one time a judge had told him that he would be released July of 1989. And 

again, no judge was ever identified." When asked "Why 1989?", appellant 

... pointed out to us, and we counted up on our fingers, that 
"Charles Frederick Nowitzke", the numbers of his name was 9, 8, 7. 
And we pointed out to him that that was backwards from July 1989, 
and his response was, at that \ h e ,  Well this whole case is 
backwards, so it figures that way. 

When, right before trial, the prosecution offered a plea with a minimum 
mandatory 28 years, counsel arranged a private meeting between appellant and 

his brother and sister in the jail, after normal visiting hours. Afterwards 

they all met together with counsel. Joyce and Jim "literally begged [appellant] 
to take this plea offer of 28 years." Asked what appellant's response was, 

attorney Combs testified: 

0 

My notes indicated that -- he said that the results of the trial 
made no difference in the scheme of things, in the plan -- the 
results of the trial would not affect him being released in July of 
1989. He had to go through 
the trial in order to be released at that time. 

MR. SLATE3 [defense co-counsel]: Did he ever seem to be concerned 
about the fact that there was a potential for the imposition of the 
death penalty? 
MR. COMBS: No. I could even say under oath that he would almost 
laugh about it, that it was not a real threat. It's like the Court 
had to do this and he had to go through it. But it was not, in his 
mind, a real threat. 

The plea offer was made on October 23, 1987, and defense counsel brought 

the problem to the trial court's attention on Monday, October 26, before the 
jury was selected. Even the prosecutor expressed concern (and cited case law) 
that a competency hearing was mandatory under these circumstances. Clearly 

there was, at the very least, a reasonable doubt whether appellant had the 

present abr- to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational 

understanding, and whether he had a rational as well as factual understanding 

of the proceedings against him. None of the prior competency evaluations 

0 
And he just again could not accept it. 

. .  

0 
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addressed the question of appellant's delusional belief that he would somehow 

magically be released on July 4, 1989 provided he went through the "step" of 

going to trial. The trial court's refusal to order a competency hearing as 

required by Rules 3.210 and 3.211 was reversible error. w; &&; -. 

ISSUE I1 

THE TRIAL JUDGE ERRED IN ALLWING THE PROSECUTOR TO USE PEREMPTORY 
CHALLENGES TO EXCUSE JURORS McDUFFIE AWD JOHNSON, WHERE (1) THE 
PROSECUTOR FAILED TO ARTICULATE A LEGITIMATE, RACIALLY NEUTRAL 
EXPLANATION FOR THE STRIKES UNDER THE STANDARDS ESTABLISHED IN THE 

AND sLAPPY DECISIONS, AND (2) THE JUDGE ACCEPTED THE REASONS 
PROFFERED BY THE PROSECUTOR AT FACE VALUE, AND FAILED TO EVALUATE 
¶'RE CREDIBILITY OF THE EXPLANATION. 

A. THE APPLICABLE LA W 

In Sfate v. Ne u, 457 So.2d 481 (Fla. 1984) and state v. S l w ,  522 So.2d 

18 (Fla. 1988), this Court established procedures that were intended to abolish 

the discriminatory exercise of peremptory challenges .' "[Ulnder article I, 
section 16 of the Florida Constitution it is unnecessary that the defendant who 

objects to peremptory challenges directed to members of a cognizable racial 

group be of the same race as the jurors who are being challenged." Jribler v. 
State, 546 So.2d 710, 712 (Fla. 1989); Tirnnons v. S tat@, 548 So.2d 255 (Fla. 2d 

DCA 1989); see also Bjarsrick v. State , 547 So.2d 612 (Pla. 1989); Reed v. State, 
- So.2d - (Fla. 1989) (case no. 70,069, opinion filed June 15, 1989) (14 FLU 
298). 

' 
The complaining party must initially make a prima facie showing that there 

is a strong likelihood that jurors have been challenged because of their race. 

Neil; Slaopy; Roundtre e v. State , 546 So.2d 1042 (Fla. 1989); Jenninas v. State, 

545 So.2d 945 (Fla. 1st DCA 1989); all v. State , 547 So.2d 175 (Fla. 4th DCA 
1989). "Where there is any doubt as to whether the complaining party has met 

its initial burden, the doubt should be resolved in that party's favor, and the 

other party given an opportunity to explain the use of its peremptory 

7 See also entuckx, 476 U.S. 79 (1986) (use of peremptory 
challenges to ex?J:?jukrs" solely on the basis of race violates Fourteenth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution). 

0 
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challenges." Jenninas v. State, 545 So.2d at 946; see Slamv; BQundt ree; u. 
As this Court stated in Slappv (522 So.2d at 21-22): 

[W]e affirm that the spirit and intent of Neil was not to obscure 
the issue in procedural rules governing the shifting burdens of 
proof, but to provide broad leeway in allowing parties to make a 
prima facie showing that a "likelihood" of discrimination exists. 
Only in this way can we have a full airing of the reasons behind a 

Recoqnizing, as 
Bid Batson, that peremptory challenges permit "those to discriminate 
who are of a mind to discriminate," 476 U.S. at 96, 106 S.Ct. at 
1723, we hold that an doubt as to whether the complaining party has 
met its initial bur 2 en should be resolved in that party s favor. 
If we are to err at all, it must be in the way least likely to allow 
discrimination. 

When the prima facie showing is made, the burden shifts to the other party 

to rebut the presumption of discrimination by showing "clear and reasonably 

specific ... legitimate reasons" related to the particular case to be tried. 
QIBPPY; B,QW&WS U; Floyd v. State , 511 So.2d 762, 764 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987); 

Parrish v. State, 540 So.2d 870, 871 (Fla. 3d DCA 1989); Pilliams v. State, 547 

So.2d 179, 180 (Fla. 4th DCA 1989). 

eremptory strike, which is the crucial question. 

The law prohibits the removal of prospective juror because of his or 

her race. Therefore if even one black juror is excused for illegitimate 

reasons, it does not "cure" the error that the state may have accepted another 

black person to serve on the jury. See e.g. w; t t , 522 So.2d 
14, 17 (Fla. 1988); -son v. State, 548 So.2d 198, 202 (Fla. 1989); Floyd; 

Jennincrs; U-; w s  v. State,  540 So.2d 255, 257 (Fla. 2d DCA 1989); 

U, - So.2d - (Fla. 4th DCA 1989) (case no. 88-1824, opinion 

filed October 11, 1989) (14 FLW 2383). The mere fact that one or more members 

of the minority group have been seated does not establish the absence of racial 

discrimination [&yes] - "[Tlhe issue is not whether several jurors have been 
excused because of their race, but whether juror has been so excused, 

independent of any other." Slataey, 522 So.2d at 21. 

@ 

Where, however, the state's use of its peremptory challenges results in 
not a single black member remaining on the panel, the likelihood of racial 

motivation is even greater. See e.g. Blackshear v. State , 521 So.2d 1083, 1084 
(Fla. 1988) (where at the time defense counsel's objection was made, not a 

single black member remained on the prospective panel, burden of proof to 0 
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justify strikes shifted to the state); U v d  v. State, 511 So.2d at 763 (where 
state used peremptory challenges to remove all black persons from venire 

"presumption of discriminatory use of peremptory challenges did arise") ; Parrish 

v. Stab, 540 So.2d at 871 (striking of the only black member "demonstrated a 
strong likelihood that the juror was rejected on racial grounds", and burden 

shifted to the state to provide legitimate explanation). See also m l e r  v. 
State, 546 S0.2d at 713 (defense counsel requested inquiry after state had 

challenged all the black people on the jury); m e s  v. State, 543 So.2d 1258, 

1259 (Fla. 4th DCA 1989); w o n s  v. State , 548 So.2d at 257. 
Once the threshold requirement has been met, the burden then shifts to 

the state to rebut the inference that the use of the peremptory challenges is 
racially motivated. Slappv; p o u n u .  The state "must tender an explanation 

which is not only reasonable but also shows the absence of subterfuge or 

pretext." y itchell v. State , 548 So.2d 823, 824 (Fla. 1989); see SlaDw: 

m. The trial judge "cannot merely accept the proffered reasons at face 
value, but must evaluate those reasons as he or she would weigh any disputed 

utch&$. The explanation must be based on answers provided on voir dire or 

otherwise disclosed on the record itself; and it is the trial judge's obligation 

to determine whether the proffered reasons are indeed supported by the record. 

Slamrr; Tillman; Parrish; Knowles; W i l l i w ;  u. 
This Court has recently stated: 

s of the sta P e s race-neutral explanations would be questioned i 
In Slap y l  we agreed with the district court that the legitimac 

certain factors were present that would tend to show the reasons 
were not actually su ported by the record or were an im ermissible 
pretext. The five !actors mentioned in Slappy are: [l) alle ed 
roup bias not shown to be shared by the juror in Question; 72) 

failure to examine the juror or perfunctory examination, assuming 
neither the trial court nor opposing counsel questioned the juror; 
(3) sinqling the juror out for special yuestioning designed to evoke 
a certain response; (4) the prosecutor s reason i s  unrelated to the 
facts of the case; and (5) a challen e based on reasons equally 
applicable to jurors who were not chal 'i enged. 

Poundtree v. State, 546 So.2d at 1044. 



The prosecutor in the instant case peremptorily challenged all three of 

the black jurors who remained on the panel after the challenges for cause were 

exercised. (R1293, 1446, 1611) After the first two jurors were challenged, 
defense counsel noted for the record that they were black. (R1293, 1446) The 
prosecutor said "If we could do that outside the presence of the jury." (Rl446) 

When the third and last black juror was excused by the state, defense counsel 

stated : 

@ 

Tlhat is the third black juror that the State has excused and & last black juror in this venire. I believe the State needs to 
lace on the record the reasons why they have excused every single g lack juror on this panel. 
M. SEYMOUR prosecutor]: I think we can do that after the jury 

How do you want to do that? 

retires for t 6 e afternoon. I'll be more than happy. 

(R1611-12) 

Since, as defense counsel pointed out in requesting a inquiry, the 
state's use of its peremptories had resulted in not a single black member 
remaining on the jury, a presumption of racial discrimination did arise, and 

the burden of explanation shifted to the state. B1 acksheay; Kibleg; Floyd; 

After the jury was selected and sworn, the prosecutor stated his reasons 

for striking jurors Davis, McDuffie, and Johnson. Appellant concedes that the 

state's reasons for challenging Georgia Davis were proper. The prosecutor 

represented that she had two sons in prison, and a daughter who had thrown a 
knife at her boyfriend in the presence of police officers who had come to quell 

the disturbance. Many years earlier, the father of Ms. Davis' daughter had 
fatally stabbed a woman, was charged with second degree murder, and pled to 20 

years i n  prison. Judge Taller had been the defense lawyer in that case. 

Needless to say, the reasons for the excusal of Hs. Davis were more than 
sufficient. 

* In any event, as in Peed v. State (14 FLW at 298), the prosecutor here 
voluntarily "accepted the burden by going forward and [doing] everything he would 
have done had the judge found that the defense had made a prima facie case." 
In that situation, the legitimacy of the reasons given by the prosecutor must 
be examined the same as if the judge had ordered him to explain the strikes. 

0 
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As regards Ms. McDuffie and Mrs. Johnson, on the other hand, an 
examination of the reasons given by the prosecutor (in light of the questions 

asked and answers given on voir dire) show that most if not all of those reasons 
"were not actually supported by the record or were an impermissible pretext." 
Roundtree; see Slamy. The prosecutor stated: 

0 

The first one we excused was Twanda McDuffie.(l She was the number 
1 Juror called. She was 19 years old. She's single. She's, I 
believe, a maid, has had that job for some two months, indicating 
a certain pattern of lack of stability or responsibility. 

She said that her recreation, I believe, was going out to the bars 
dancing at night. It doesn't make her a bad person because I do 
that myself, but certainly not an appropriate uror in the eyes of 
the State for this case. She belongs to no clds. And her answers 
on the death penalty were very weak. 
She said at one point she wasn't against the death enalty, but she 

about it. At one point, she said she didn't think anyone should 
ever take a life, and that includes the State. 
She also said mental illness, which is a factor in this case, would 
be a sin le most important factor in the question of whether or not 

So obviously, the State had 
good rounds totally independent of her race for excusing Hiss 
WcDuf f% e . 

said she had never really thought about it much, i! idn't know much 

the deat 1 penalty should be imposed. 

(R1699) 

Regarding juror Johnson, the prosecutor explained: 
The third black juror was Lovie Johnson. Mrs. Johnson, we did not 
inquire further on this to embarrass her, but she had a member of 
her family charged with a crime. She stated that she had no -- at 
one,point, she stated she had no opinion on the question of capital 
punishment, and did state that the first execution -- I believe she 
remembered the name of Spinkellink; that the Spinkellink execution 
bothered her a great deal. And I also think she was a social 
worker. 

For those considerations, we excused her. And again, that had 
nothing whatsoever to do with her race. 

(R1699-1700) 

The prosecutor also saw fit to mention that a black person had sat on the 
jury in the last capital case he tried, six months earlier. (R1700) The 

Actually, Ms. McDuffie, while she was the first juror called (R106, 1131), 
was not the first black juror peremptorily challenged by the state. (see R1293) 
In fact, the state left her on the panel after she and her group of twelve were 
examined on voir dire (R1293), but subsequently excused her with a back strike. 
(R1446) 
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defendant in that case, Melvin Trotter, was also black. (R1700) The trial 

judge said: 

I find it hard to see -- the Defendant in this case is not black - - what brought up the race question at all in this case? I find it 
hard to see. I've seen no question of racism so far. 

(R1700) 

The trial judge may have believed, incorrectly, that a white defendant 
lacked standing to complain [see w; m; &&; -1; or else he 
may merely have accepted the state's reasons at face value [see SlaDoy; n11~; 
Bgygdtree; m; Bgowleg; p i l w ;  -; Utchell]. As in w l e r  vL 
St&, 546 So.2d at 713-14, the matter ended inconclusively, without a clear 

ruling on the sufficiency of the reasons asserted by the prosecutor, perhaps 
because the judge was uncertain whether appellant had standing. 

C. PROSPECTIVE JUROR HcDlfFlrIE 
If the judge had critically evaluated the explanation, he would have seen 

that much of what the prosecutor said was irrelevant, unsupported by the record, 

or a distortion of the jurors' actual responses on voir dire. The prosecutor 

said of MS. HcDuffie, "She's, I believe, a maid, has had that job for some two 
months, indicating a certain pattern of lack of stability or responsibility. 
She said that her recreation, I believe, was going out to the bars dancing at 
night." He then added, unctuously, that "It doesn't make her a bad person 

because I do that myself", but that she was certainly not an appropriate juror 
for the state in this case. 

The truth is quite different. Hs. HcDuffie was the very first juror 
questioned, and the prosecutor asked her the open-ended question: 

Will you please tell us something about yourself? 
US. MCDUFFIE: Well, like what? I man -- 
Q. Whatever you can think of that might be of interest to 

us as the lawyers in this case in determining whether 
or not you should be selected as a juror. 

A. 

just -- 
Anything you can think of that might be of interest? Q. 
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A. I u t ' s  all I can say. 
Q. You are single? 

A. A h - k .  

Q. You have no children? 
A. NO. 

(Rl131) 
The nineteen year old W s .  McDuffie stated that she had been in her present 

employment at Freedom Village for two months; before that she was a cashier at 

Winn-Dixie for 6 or 7 months. (R1132) She was presently taking classes at 

Freedom Village to become a nurse's aide, and intended to continue working 

there. (R1220) 

The prosecutor's characterieation of Ms. McDuffie's employment as 

"indicating a certain pattern of lack of stability or responsibility" is unfair, 

inaccurate, and in all likelihood pretextual. See v. State , 522 So.2d 
at 17; m u d t r e e  v. State, 546 S0.2d at 1045; Reed v. State, 14 FLU at 299; 

Floyd v. State, 511 So.2d at 764-65; m c h e l l  v. S t a k  , 548 So.2d at 824-25; 

m-v., 14 FLW at 2384. Similarly, his statement that "[slhe said that 

her recreation, I believe, was going out to the bars at night" strongly suggests 

that he was JSagjnn for reasons to excuse her from the jury; and hearing things 

she did not say. When asked by the prosecutor to tell him something about 

herself, she answered "At home, I do nothing but cook. I like crocheting." 
Asked next if she could thing of anything else that might be of interest, she 

said "I like going out, and that's all I can say." The prosecutor did not ask 
her to elaborate on that. [See m e s  v. State, 14 FLW at 2384 ("Moreover, the 

state did not question [juror] Goffe in an effort to support the belief that she 

slight be preoccupied with caring for her daughter. Questioning may well have 
revealed no cause for the state's concern. Furthermore, several of the seated 

jurors also had small children"); see also j3 laDDv v.  State, 522 So.2d at 23 and 
n.3 (state excused black jurors because of purported traits which record did not 
support; a few simple questions could have established existence or non- 

existence of these traits)]. It is a safe bet that some of the white female 0 
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jurors in this case liked to cook, crochet, and go out. 
It is hard to imagine how the prosecutor came up with "going out to the 

bars dancing at night", but this clearly was an unsupported - and probably 
pretextual - basis for excusing Ys. McDuffie fromthe jury. -; -tree; 

w; plovd; Hitchell; w. 
The prosecutor's comment that Ms. McDuffie belongs to no clubs likewise 

does not justify her excusal. Club membership is not a prerequisite for jury 

service, and bears no reasonable relationship to a juror's ability to fairly 

decide the case. Compare u n  v. State , 522 So.2d at 17 ("As there is no 

requirement that jurors have college degrees to serve on a panel, it is clear 
that the record does not support the reason, whether it was proffered by the 

state or by the judge"). In addition, membership in clubs is unrelated to the 

facts of the case. Slatmy; m d t r e e ;  w; plovd; see 'lliams v. State, 547 
So.2d at 180 ("Here the state's explanation failed to rise to the level required 
by Slappy. The state's examination of the juror was perfunctory, and the 

reasons given by the state were not related to the facts of the case"); M m  
State, v. 14 FLW at 2384 ("[Juror] Goffe's employment as a practical nurse was 

completely unrelated to the facts of the case. Indeed, the state failed to 

question Goffe regarding the effect her employment might have upon her ability 

to fulfill jury duty. Thus the utter failure to question Goffe in those areas 

asserted as the grounds for the challenge at the very least renders the state's 
explanation suspect. Slappy, 522 So. 2d at 22"). 

@ 

ed Ms. McD-ther she b e l w e d  t o any clubs I so 

the record does not even indicate whether there is a factual basis for the 

prosecutor's assertion. In fact, only a handful of prospective jurors, from 

the very last groups to be questioned, were ever asked about club membership, 
and that was by defense counsel. The absence of any questioning by the 

prosecutor in the area asserted as the ground for the challenge, and the lack 

of any relationship between club membership and ability to serve as an impartial 
juror, renders his explanation suspect. SlaDDy; pi1 lia; m e s .  
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Even assuming uauendo that Ms. McDuffie may have indicated in her jury 
questionnaire that she did not belong to any clubs, that would not make the 

prosecutor's reason any more related to the case, or any less irrelevant to her 
ability to serve. Nor would it explain his failure to question her on the 
subject. The state may contend on appeal that not belonging to clubs is 

indicative of non-involvement in society or the conwnunity. But the kinds of 
social involvement a person engages in depends in large part on his or her age, 

sex, race, socioeconomic position, and many other factors. A white male retiree 
in his sixties may well belong to the Elks or the Masons; a nineteen year old 

black working woman is not likely to.'* If the prosecutor was truly interested 
in finding out whether Ms. McDuffie was socially involved, the obvious question 
would have been whether she had participated in any activities or organizations 

in school. But the prosecutor never asked her anything at all on the subject. 

w; u l l i w ;  Bm. Moreover, we have no way of knowing how many of the 
white jurors who were accepted by the state also did not belong to any clubs. 

0 

See SliUFiY; Roundtree; w; Plovd; Parrish; H w ! h u ;  BhYSz- 
The prosecutor next said that Ms. McDuffie's answers on the death penalty 

were very weak. "She said at one point she wasn't against the death penalty, 

but she said she had never really thought about it much, didn't know much about 
it. At one point, she said she didn't think anyone should ever take a life and 

that includes the State. She also said that mental illness, which is a factor 
in this case, would be the single most important factor in the question of 

whether or not the death penalty should be imposed." 

a 

First of all - even apart fromthe m t s o d u  issue - it is questionable 
whether the prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges to excuse jurors who are 

perceived as "weak" on the death penalty is constitutionally permissible. See 
Brown v. Rice, 693 F.Supp. 381 (W.D.N.C. 1988) (holding that it violates the 

U.S. Constitution for the prosecutor to use peremptory challenges consistently 

lo The fact that many private social clubs maintain discriminatory 
membership policies is yet another reason why "not belonging to any clubs" cannot 
be considered a legitimate reason to exclude minority jurors. 
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to exclude potential jurors who express reservations about capital punishment, 
but who would not be excludable for cause). But it is not necessary to reach 

the Brown v. Rice issue, because here juror McDuffie's responses, in context and 
in their totality, do not support the prosecutor's explanation under the test 

set forth in Slaorq. In questioning by the state, Ms. McDuffie gave the 

following 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q *  

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

9.  

A .  

Q. 
A. 

Q 9  

A. 

Q. 
A. 

responses : 
Miss McDuffie, do you have any personal beliefs against 
the death penalty? 

No, I do not. 

What do you think about it? 

Well I really don't know that much about the death 
penai t y . 
Well, I'm talking about where a person who commits a 
crime m y  be punished by receiving a sentence providing 
for death. That's what I'm speaking of when I talk of 
the death enalty. Now, what are your thoughts about 

If I believe that they are guilty, then I could say yes. 

Would this interfere in any way with your judging the 
guilt or innocence of the Defendant? 
No. 

this, the l eath penalty? 

And ou will follow the Judge's instructions at the 
juror; is that correct? 

Yes. 
Can you judge the Defendant guilt or innocent without 
the possible - would the 
I mean is, would the fact that the death sentence is 
there as a possible punishment interfere in any wa 

Yes. 

Would it or would it not? 
No, it would not, no. 

I don't think I made that question as clear as I should 
have. Would our reservations about capital punishment 

no. 

c o w  r etion of the trial and the oath you took as a 

ossib f e imposition of the 
death penalty interfere wit ! such determination? What 

your judging the guilt or innocence of the defen Ei ant? with 

prevent you s rom making an impartial decision? 
As to the Defendant's guilt or innocence? 
No. 
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Q. 

A. Yes. 

And you can envision a murder where you as juror could 
return a verdict providing for the death sentence? 

(R115-16) 

In subsequent questioning by defense counsel, Hs. WcDuffie made it clear 

that while she did not think anyone, including the government, should take a 

life, she also believed that there were some cases where the death penalty was 
really necessary. (R199-200) She agreed that the death penalty could be a 

deterrent 

Q. 

A. 

Q- 

A. 

8. 
A. 

Q *  

A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 

A.  

Q *  

A. 

Q *  

A. 

to crime. (RZOO) 

Do you think locking somebod up for their life, do you 

and somebody else might not c d t  a crime? 
No, not really, because the can get out doing six or 
But I think the death penalty will do good. But, li e 
I say, I don't think no man should take another man's 
life. 

Well, I've got to ask you. What good do you think the 
death penalty can do? 

Like I say, stop them. 

Stop that person? 

Yeah, what killed another person. And since he decide 
to take a life, he shouldn't deserve to live, either. 

think that stops other peop f e? 

f seven years and get out in t E eir term. No, not real1 . 

Send somebody to jail 

Okay. Then when do you think it's necessary to take a 
life? 

Hell, like I said, not really necessary to take a life. 
But the case would depend on taking the life, then the 
death penalty. 

What sort of case do you see? 
A murder. 

So when somebody comnits a murder, then in that case - - 

-? 

m* 
ers do YOU think would reauire the takina of 

lif ? 
J cou hn't sav unl ess I heard it. 
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Q* 

A. Yeah. be fore I do aive it. 

Q. Would you consider, let's say, whether or not the erson 
has any rior criminal activity in deciding whet R er or 
not the P ife should be taken? 

A. Yeah. I would like to decide first and listen and go 
over it carefully before I decide something like that. 

(R200-02) 

Asked whether she would consider the mental condition of a Derson be fore 

I will have to 
decide on that, I wouldn't k now, YOU know. unless I heard evervthina in the 
w." (R202) 

cidina whether or not to tgke his life. Ms. McDuffie gnswered * .  'I * 

Q. Well, if the evidence showed you, if the evidence 
convinced you that a person was mentally sick at the 
time that he committed a criminal act, would you 
consider that in deciding whether or not he should be 
executed? 

A. Yeah. 

Q. 
A. Yeah. Yeah that would be the most important thing. 

You think that would be important? 

(R203) 

Defense counsel asked "DO you think we should execute people who are 

mentally ill, who are sick?" (R203) Hs. HcDuffie answered "No", and then began 
to explain "Unless ..." (R203-04) She was cut off by the prosecutor's 
objection to the question. (R204, see R205-06) 

THE COURT: I think you're etting far afield, Mr. Combs. 
MR. CWBS [defense counselq: Your Honor, this goes to the question 
of a mitigating circumstance; if the juror felt that a person who 
was mentally ill, whether or not the death penalty would be 
appropriate. 
THE COURT: I will instruct as to that if she's a juror in this case. 
You understand there will be two trials, ma'am? First would be to 
find guilt or innocence. If he's found guilty, there will be 
another hearing to decide what penalty to give, and that's when you 
consider mitigating circumstances as given to you by the Judge. 
Do you understand that? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR McDUFFIE: Yes. 

THE COURT: Would you consider that? 
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PROSPECTIVE JUROR McDUFFIE: Yes. 
THE COURT: The same way as you would consider the other side? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR ItcDUFFIE: Yes. 
THE COURT: And that's -- do you understand what I'm saying? 
PROSPECTIVE JUROR McDUFFIE: Yeah, I understand. 

THE COURT: All right. Go ahead. 

(R204-05) 

Ms. McDuffie then stated, in response to counsel's re-phrased question, 
that if she found that the person was mentally ill, she would consider that in 
deciding whether or not to impose the death penalty. (R205) Counsel asked: 

If you felt that the death penalty was not appropriate, for whatever 
reasons, is that how you would vote? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR HcDUFFIE: No. I will make my own decision unless 
it came from the Judge, you know, that I had to make a decision in 
that way. 

(R207) 

For someone who, like many prospective jurors, had never thought much 
about the death penalty before, Ms. HcDuffie's answers were quite thoughtful 
and even-handed. In response to a wide variety of questions, she consistently 

made it clear that her verdict would depend on the evidence, and on the law as 
instructed by the court; and that the appropriateness of the death penalty 

depended on the circumstances of the case. See Roundt_ree v. State, 546 So.2d 
at 1045 ("Two more black jurors were challenged by the state because of their 

views regarding the death penalty although both indicated that they could follow 

the law and reconmend a sentence of death if the circumstances of the case so 
warranted") ; cf . Timmon s v. State , 548 So.2d at 256. The prosecutor, in stating 

his reasons for challenging Ms. McDuffie, said: 

0 

She said at one point she wasn't against the death enalty, but she 
about it. At one point, she said she didn't think anyone should 
ever take a life, and that includes the State. 
An important factor in determining whether the state's explanation for 

striking a black juror is pretextual is whether white jurors who gave comparable 

answers were accepted by the state. Slappv; Roundtr ee; W; W; P a r r i s h ;  

said she had never really thought about it much, C f  idn't know much 
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Bitchell; Maves. Mrs. Engel, a white juror who was accepted by the state and 
who served on the jury (see R3486) said: a 

JUROR ENGEL: Yes. I do. 
fR557) 

[Not only did Wrs. Engel show considerably more ambivalence about the 
capital punishment than Ms. McDuffie ever did, it is also interesting that the 

state on the one hand assured Mrs. Engel that the death penalty is something 

most people go through their whole life without ever giving much thought to; 

yet on the other hand gave as a geasog for excusing Ms. McDuffie that "She said 

at one point she wasn't against the death penalty, but she said she had never 

really thought about it much, didn't know much about it"]. 
The prosecutor's examination of Mrs. Engel continued as follows: 

' 
If you could just perhaps explain to me -- if you cannot, that's 
fine, too -- what reservations you may have about capital 
punishment. Is there an thing in particular, any particular 

JUROR ENGEL: No, just a basic religious feeling, that I've always 
been taught that God gives life and God alone can take life. 

Q. Yes, ma'am, and I'mnot -- this is a difficult situation 
because the law in the State of Florida also, for lack 
of a better word, approves or allows, rather, capital 
punishment in the state. And obviously, you do not feel 
that your religious beliefs, which are valid, but you 
do not feel that your religious beliefs would interfere 
with the legal requirements. That's basically what I'm 
asking. 

A. No, I don't think so because, as I stated earlier, I 
have mixed feelings about it. I really feel that when 
the crime merits capital punisbent, it should be given. 
But then again, my religious training tells me not, so 
I have --I argue with myself in that regard. 

incident or just a basic re r igious feeling about it? 
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Q. So if you're allowed to sit as a juror, articular1 at 
room with this struggle between the lyal issue and our 
personal or moral or religious feelings, can you seal 
with that? 

the penalty phase, if you have that prob s em in the il ack 

A. I think I can, yes. 
(R559-60) 

The prosecutor's explanation that he struck Ms. HcDuf fie because "her 

answers on the death penalty were very weak" is belied by the fact that he did 
not strike Mrs. Engel (and also belied by the fact that the other reasons he 

gave for excusing McDuffie - the "pattern of lack of stability or 

responsibility" and the "dancing at bars at night" - were so transparently 
bogus). The state also accepted a white juror, Hr. Cline'', who was extremely 

confused about the death penalty, saying several times that he would not under 

any circumstances vote for a death sentence (R769-70), and that he would 
automatically recomamend life imprisonment because "I don't believe in the death 
penalty, either." (R770) Then he turned around and said he was in favor of the 

death penalty, and could not consider life imprisonment. (R772-74) Finally, 
he indicated that would follow the law and the evidence, and consider either 
life or death as a possible recommendation. While Ms. HcDuffie my not 

have been as articulate on the subject of the death penalty as Mrs. Engel, she 
was certainly much more articulate (and made a lot more sense) on the subject 

than Mr. Cline. Unlike Cline, M c D u f f i e a s t e n t l E  stated that she would base 

her decision on the law and the evidence. 

@ 
(R774) 

Another white juror who was accepted to serve, Hr. Rhodes (see R3486), 
said "I'm not against the death penalty, but I'm not necessarily for it", that 

he had no strong convictions one way or the other, and that he would not 

automatically recowanend death, nor automatically recomend life. (R705-06) 

The prosecutor replied that this was "probably the best answer you could have 

given me." (R706) 

Cline was selected as 
an out-of-town funeral. He 
3486-87) 

a juror, 
was rep1 

but 
,aced 
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In his questioning of the various prospective jurors, the prosecutor ' repeatedly made comments similar to the one he made to Hrs. Engel (R557): 
MR. ECONOMOU [prosecutor]: I saved you for last, Mrs. Barendse. 
How do you feel about capital punishment? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR BARENDSE: I really don't know. . . . 

me an indication. 

(R447-48) 
... ... 

MR. ECONOMOU: Hrs. Berger, how do you feel, ma'am, about capital 
punishment? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR BERGER: I have no strong feelings one way or the 
other. I have just never spent that much time thinking about it. 

(R944) 
... ... 

MR. SEYMOUR [prosecutor]: That's what I was asking you. Hrs. 
Fleming, how do you feel about the death penalty? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR FLEXING: I have a problem with that. I'm not 
sure. I honestly -- I mean, you want my honest opinion? I'm really 
not sure. 

Q. That's the only thing we're asking for, is honest 
opinions. 

A. My problem is, I don't feel that they should be out -- 
in other words, I feel in locking them up and never 

letting them out again. But I don't know whether I 
could pull the switch on them. 

The law doesn't provide for that. 

I know, and that's why I say I'm confused on my thinking 
on it. 

you really thought a b o u t 9  

Q. 

A.  

Q *  0 lot of IXoDle haven't aht about it before. Have 

(R341-42) 
In light of these comments, the prosecutor's later statement, in excusing 

Ms. NcDuffie, that ''[slhe said at one point she wasn't against the death 
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penalty, but she said she had never really thought about it much, didn't know 

much about it" seems considerably less than sincere. 0 
Finally, Ms. McDuffie's responses concerning mental illness as a 

mitigating circumstance do not justify her excusal. The legislature of Florida, 
in enacting the death penalty statute, also considered a defendant's mental 

illness, if established by the evidence, to be an important factor in 

determining whether or not he should be executed. Two related but distinct 

statutory mitigating circumstances were adopted: 

1 Extreme mental or emotional disturbance is a ... mitigatin 
consideration pursuant to Fla.Stat. 5 921.141(7)(b), F . S . A . ,  whic 
is easily interpreted as less than insanity but more than the 
emotions of the average man, however inflamed. 

... ... 
Nental disturbance which interferes with but does not obviate the 
defendant's knowledge of right and wrong may also be considered as 
a mitigatin circumstance. Fla. Stat. 5 921.141(7)(f), F.S .A .  Like 
subsection b), this circumstance is provided to protect that person 
who, while egall answerable for his actions, may be deserving of 
some mitigation 1 ,  o sentence because of his mental state. 

State v. Dixgg, 283 So.2d 1, 10 (Fla. 1973). 
b. McDuffie's coment that mental illness *'would be the most important 

thing" (R203) (made in response to the question '*You think that would be 

important?") should be considered in light of the fact that mental illness was 

the only specific mitigating factor anyone mentioned to her. When the court 

explained that he would instruct the jury on what were the aggravating and 

mitigating circumstances, and asked her if she would consider them as given to 

her by the judge, she replied that she could. (R204) On the whole, Xs. 

McDuffie's answers were not substantially different than those given by several 

white jurors who served, including Mr. Reed, Mr. Loopengood, andMr. Cook. (see 

R359-60, 475-76, 526, 3485-88) 

As previously discussed, the excusal of even one minority juror for 

impermissible reasons - reasons which are unsupported by the record or which 
appear to be a subterfuge for racial discrimination - is reversible error. 
Tilleaan; 2lumRua; Elovd; Stubbs; Jennisar, ; sjilliams; Mitchell; Maveg. It is 

the trial judge's responsibility to critically evaluate the credibility of the 8 
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prosecutor's explanation, and not merely accept it at face value. &lamv; 

w; -; w; m; gitchell. As stated in Tixmtons v. State, 

548 So.2d at 256, "[tlhe absence of an evaluation by the trial court of any 
explanation by the state and the absence of a determination by the trial court 

that such an explanation was supported by the record require that we reverse and 

remand for a new trial.'' 

D. PRO SPECTIVE JUROR JOHNSON 

The reasons given by the prosecutor for the excusal of Mrs, Johnson were 
hardly better: 

Mrs. Johnson, we did not inquire further on this to embarrass her, 
but she had a member of her family charged with a crime. She stated 
that she had no -- at one point, she stated she had no opinion on 
the question of capital punisbnt, and did state that the first 
execution -- I believe she remembered the name of Spinkellink; that 
the Spinkellink execution bothered her a good deal. And I also 
think she was a social worker. 

(R1699-1700) 

As with Hrs. HcDuffie, it appears that the prosecutor was listening for 

reasons to excuse her, instead of listening to what she said. Mrs. Johnson 

stated on voir dire that she was married, was the mother of four children, and 

was employed a a secr etarv by the Manatee Opportunity Council, which is a 

community action agency in Bradenton. (R1195) The prosecutor asked her no 
further questions relating to her employment, or any effect it might have on 

her ability to fulfill jury duty.I2 @yes v. St&, 14 FLW at 2384; see also 

Peed v. State, 14 FLW at 299. The fact that the prosecutor, in challenging two 

different black jurors, misstated the juror's answers on voir dire, is a strong 
indication that the reasons given were a pretext for racial discrimination. 

The prosecutor also explained that Mrs. Johnson had a member of her family 

charged with a crime. She had been asked on voir dire: 

I2 In response to questioning by defense counsel, Mrs. Johnson stated that 
the agency is federally and state funded to try to satisfy the needs of low 
income residents. (R1233) The agency has a program to help weatherize the homes 
of elderly people, and they try to help with rent or utility bills for people 
who are about to be evicted. (R1233) There is also a food distribution program, 
which Mrs. Johnson works with three days out of every month. 

None of the principals involved in this case were recipients of public aid. 
0 (R1233-34) 
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HR. SCHAUB [ rosecutor]: Have you or any member of your irmrediate 
family ever ! een to court before? 
PROSPECTIVE JUROR JOHNSON: My son. 

Q. And what was this concerning? 
A. He was a juvenile defendant. 

Q *  I see. Juvenile offense? Anything else? 

A. No. 

(1195) 

A few pages earlier in the record, Hr. Schaub was questioning Mr. Reed, 

a white juror who was accepted to serve, (R1189, see R3485) Mr. Reed, like 

Hrs. Johnson, was married and had children. (R1189) Unlike Hrs. Johnson, Hr. 

Reed was asked only whether he personally had ever been in court beforeW. 
(R1190) He answered yes. (R1190) 

MR. SCHAUB: In what capacity? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR REED: Simple assault, 1967. 

Q. You were charged? 

A. Well, yeah. He asked me if I did what I did, and I told 
him yeah, so he fined me $50. 

Q. Any other time? 

A. No. 

(R1190 ) 

Granted, Hr. Reed's "criminal history" was long in the past and relatively 
trivial, and did not necessarily reflect on his ability to serve as a juror. 

But this may well be equally true of Hrs. Johnson. See Slarnw. The prosecutor 

asked her a broader question than he asked Hr. Reed, and then failed to follow 
it up to find out whether her son's juvenile charge was serious or relatively 

trivial, or how long ago it happened, or whether it would in any way affect her 
ability to serve impartially. The state's claim See w; WilliaM; m. 

l3 Of the first group of prospective jurors, some were asked whether they 
or any member of their inmediate family had ever been in court before (R1172, 
1183-84, 1193, 1195), and some were asked only whether they personally had been 
in court. (R1141, 1155, 1175, 1186, 1190) Many of the later jurors were not 
asked either question. 

0 
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that it did not inquire further so as not to embarrass her does not justify 

removing a minority juror after questioning which is too perfunctory to satisfy 

the requirements of SlaDw. Moreover, that self-serving statement is belied by 

the fact that, in examining Mrs. Davis (the black juror whose excusal appellant 

does not contest), the prosecutor was not deterred by concern for embarrassing 

her from going into her two sons' Ser ious criminal involvement, even to the 

point of mentioning them by name. (R1604-05) The examination of Mrs. Davis - 
- and her responses -- were sufficient to satisfy the requirements of $laDDy, 
but the perfunctory examination of Mrs. Johnson, and the bare fact that one of 
her four children had once been in juvenile court, is not sufficient, especially 

in light of the disparate treatment accorded a white juror who had once pled 

guilty to a misdemeanor. See Slappv; Poundtree ; w; Flovd; Parrish; Hitchell; 

Haves. 
On the matter of the death penalty, in response to the prosecutor's 

questioning, Mrs. Johnson stated that she had no strong opinions against capital 

punishment, and no religious or personal convictions against it. (R347) If the 
state proved its case beyond a reasonable doubt, she could vote for the death 

penalty if it were appropriate under the law. (R347) She could weigh the 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances as the law defines them. (R348) When 

later asked by defense counsel how she felt about the death penalty, she 

replied: 

0 

When S inkellink was put to death. and 

to the evidence and weigh it, I believe I could be honest in my 
dec i s ion. 
Q. You see, we're not asking you to be in favor of it. We 

just want to know how you feel about it. Okay? The 
Court will give you some instructions, and what you're 
asked to do there is just to consider and to follow the 
instructions. 

A .  I don't think I'd have any problem with that. 

Q. And you would consider the death penalty as a possible 
form of punishment? 

MR. SEYMOUR [prosecutor]: Objection, Your Honor. Again, that's a 
misstatement of the law. It's not for her to consider it. It's 
for her to vote for if it's appropriate under the law. 

THE COURT: I think what he's saying is, would you consider applying 

I didn't even know the gu 
it bot !l ered me terribly. But if I had to make a decision, fisten 
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the death penalty if she found it was appropriate under the 
situation. 

Is that correct, ma'am? You're saying you would if you found the 
facts to be there after all the instructions on the law from the 
Court? 
PROSPECTIVE JUROR JOHNSON: Yes, sir. 

(R38 2 -83 ) 

As with Ms. McDuffie, the record provides no support for the state's 
excusing Mrs. Johnson from the jury based on supposed "weakness" on the death 

penalty. See Roundtr ee v. Stat e, 546 So.2d at 1045; cf. w o n s  v. State , 548 
So.2d at 256. This is particularly true in light of the state's acceptance of 

a white juror, Mrs. Engel, who was far more equivocal about her ability to 

recommend death in appropriate circumstances than was Mrs. Johnson (compare 

R557-60 [Engel] with R347-48, 381-83 [Johnson]). 

Appellant is entitled to a new trial, with a jury selected free of racial 
discrimination. 

ISSUE 111 

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN OVERRULING APPELLANT'S OBJECTIONS AND 
DENYING HIS MOTIONS FOR MISTRIAL MADE IN RESPONSE TO THE STATE 
ATTORNEY'S IRRELEVANT, MISLEADING, ANDPREJUDICIALCROSS-EXAHINATION 
OF DR. TAWAY. 

'I 'I A. 3'IiE H W D  GUN ATTBslg 

In cross-examining Dr. Tanay, the State Attorney brought up a speech given 

by Tanay some ten years earlier to the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. 
In that address, Dr. Tanay had made the jocular remark that "the contemporary, 

ideal forensic psychiatrist is a man who writes extensively on the subjects of 

law and psychiatry but avoids tarnishing his image by entering the courtroom." 

The State Attorney asked Tanay whether, in that speech, he had made the 

following statement: 

"For example, Doctor Thomas Szasz, who is a recognized authority in 
the area of law and psychiatry, has written several books and 
innumerable articles on the subject without any significant exposure 
to the legal process. He proudly admits that he has testified in 
the courtroom on only two occasions. The recently-organized 
American Academy of Psychjatry and the Law took, as one of its basic 
tenets, avoidance of any involvement with courtroolg testimony. Lack 
of experience is usually a ref lectionnupon one's competence, but not 
in the field of forensic psychiatry. 
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(R2317-18) 
The State Attorney, for no relevant purpose, continued to cross-examine Tanay 

about Dr. Szasz: 
HR. SCHAUB: Now, Doctor Thomas Szasz is a recognized expert, is he 
not, who you mentioned here? 

DR. TANAY: No. I am facetiously saying, "How can he be an expert 
if he doesn't ever get involved in the Process?" He is a 
psychiatrist, but he is a person who indeed, in my opinion, is not 
a suitable person to be an expert because he does not know the 
subject matter. 

Q. 
A. Yes, he is. 

Q. Probably the best known psychiatrist in the country 
today; is he not? 

A. Oh, I don't think so at all. I think he's a person who 
has been generally recognized as holding views that are 
really bordering on the ridiculous. 

Q. I didn't understand your answer. 
A. My answer, sir, is that Doctor Szasz' views are 

generally held in great disrespect in psychiatry. 

o you accuse him of that? Js that because he 

Doctor Szase is from Syracuse University; isn't he? 

YOU once a 

(R2319) 
Defense counsel objected and asked to approach the bench. The following 
proceedings ensued: 

HR. SLATER [defense counsel J : Move for a mistrial. Mr. Schaub 
knows better than that. 

MR. SCHAUB: I don't know that at all. That's exactly what I'm 
setting out to prove. 

IIR. SLATER: Accusing this doctor as a hired gun is the most 
inflamnatory thing Mr. Schaub has said. 

I move for a mistrial and I move that the Court sanction Hr. Schaub 
for such a statement. 
THE COURT: Mr. Schaub -- 
MR. SLATER: I mean, my Lord. 
THE COURT: Mr. Schaub, I will deny the motion for a mistrial, but 
I think you should -- 
HR. SCHAUB: I have it right here. He said it himself. 
THE COURT: Ask him if he said it. 
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HR. SCHAUB: He said the man accused him of being a hired gun. 
sir, I'm not inventing this. 
MR. SLATER: Who said this? 

MR. SCHAUB: Tanay said that Szasz had accused him of being a hired 
gun. 

(R2320 -21 ) 

Defense counsel asked for a curative instruction to the jury to disregard the 
comment. The following then took place, before the jury: 

No, 

And that's what I'm trying to show. 

THE COURT: The Jury will disregard the last 

There's no prior proper predicate laid for that. 

Q. 

MR. SLATER: Objection. Irrelevant. 
Q. (By Mr. Schaub) I'll direct your attention to a -- 
MR. SLATER: Excuse me, Mr. Schaub. 

MR. SCHAUB: Well, I'm going to lay a predicate. 

THE COURT: When he's finished, I'll let you object. Go ahead. 

Q. 

uestion or statement, 
whichever it was, by Mr. Schaub in regar 8 s to the hired gun. 

(By Wr. Schaub) Did you or did you not say that Thomas 
Szasz accused you of being a hired gun? 

(By Wr. Schaub) This was in the course of a debate that 
you and he had called "Hero or Hoax'' concerning the 
validity of forensic psychiatry. 

I believe you had it in Detroit on November 8, 1982, before a Jewish 
organization. 

NR. SLATER: Objection. Irrelevant and imnaterial. 

THE COURT: What is your objection? 
HR. SLATER: Irrelevant and inmraterial. 

MR. SCHAUB: I don't think it's irrelevant, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: 1'11 overrule the objection. Did you or not say that? 
Answer his question? 

THE WITNESS: I do 
not recall if I made that spec,lfic statement about Doctor Szase or 
made that statement that is being attributed to me. I don't recall 
that. I do recall taking part in a debate. 

The State Attorney then produced a transcript of the debate and directed 

Tanay explained that "Doctor Szasz has called 

I recall taking part in a debate, Your Honor. 

(R2322-23) 

Dr. TaAay'S attention to page 6. 
psychiatrists generally like me hired guns." 

DR. TANAY: And I would like to tell 
you that in my view, Doctor [Sizasz] is a hired mikvah polluter; and 

It had to do with psychiatry. 
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that deals with other subjects that had to do with that particular 
Jewish audience in which the context of that debate took place. 

So he was referring to psychiatrists who take part in civil 
conrrritment proceedings as hired guns. 

Q. (By Mr. Schaub) Including yourself? 

A. All psychiatrists. He said all psychiatrists who take 
part in civil conmitment proceedings because he says 
that there is no such thing as mental illness; mental 
illness is a myth. YouJnow, the book is entitled "The 
Myth of Mental Illness. 

So anybody who reconmends civil comitment is considered, by him, 
hired gun. He is the person who's responsible, in large measure, 
for the fact that we have so many homeless people who are mentally 
ill wandering in the streets. 

That was what the whole debate was about, was about civil 
commitment. It had nothing to do with anything else. Civil 
commitment was the issue. 

WR. SLATER: Your Honor, I would object. 
Q. (By Hr. Schaub) My statement was correct; was it not, 

Doctor, then? 

MR. SLATER: Excuse me -- 
Q. (By Mr. Schaub) -- that "Doctor Szasz has called 

psychiatrists like me hired guns?" 

A. 80, sir. You said that he called me. That's what you 
said, sir. 

That is not accurate. 

(R2325-26) 

Defense counsel once again strenuously objected to what was occurring: 

MR. SLATER: Your Honor, I have an objection. Obviously, it has no 
relevancy at all to this particular proceedings. 

The only purpose of it is for Mr. Schaub to inflame the Jury on 
irrelevant and immaterial facts re arding something to do with civil 
to do with the issue of insanity, nothing to do with the issue 
regarding Rick Nowitzke's sanity or insanity or competency. 
It's absolutely ludicrous that this has any bearing in this court. 

MR. SCHAUB: There's nothing about civil here, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Mr. Slater, I'm prone to disagree with you in that this 
man has been offered as ex ert, testifyinq about the con+ition of 
your client of an affair t l at took place in November of 85. And 
if he has made statements that the State wishes to bring in, I think 
they should be allowed to, that differ with his present situation - - I'm not sayin that I'm endorsing either statement b him or by 
them in. 

comitments; nothing to do with t !I e area of criminal law, nothing 

you or either si t! e. All I'm saying is that he has a rig K t to bring 
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I want to ask him now or instruct him now to move on. He's done 
that and its sufficient. 

(R2326-27) 

The State Attorney's entire attack on Dr. Tanay based on Dr. Szasz having 

called him a "hired gun" was irrelevant, improper, and amounted to nothing more 

than unfair character assassination. See BeSantis v. AcevedQ , 528 So.2d 461 

, 454 So.2d 681 (Fla. 3d DCA 1988); Sin#lons v. 1, In& 

(Fla. 3d DCA 1984). The proper method for impeaching an expert's opinion "[is] 

by the introduction of contrary opinion based on the same facts, not to elicit 
from one expert what he thinks of another." $chwab v. Toll ey, 345 So.2d 747, 

, 201 So.2d 754 (Fla. 4th DCA 1977); see Bcker v. Nati '0 nal Rooma of Mraml, Inc. 

586, 588 (Fla. 3d DCA 1967); -e C o m b ,  444 So.2d 452, 454 (Fla. 

5th DCA 1983). "A trial should not be turned into a debate on irrelevant and 

immaterial issues such as the reputation of one expert witness, as determined 

or judged by the personal opinion of another expert witness for the other side." 

: in of ' ' c , 201 So.2d at 588. Moreover, 

"testimony with regard to [a witness'] reputation for truth and veracity must 
be bottomed upon the reputation in the person's comnunity of residence. .... So 
called expert opinion as to the truthfulness of a witness is inadmissible." 

eleDhone Co. v. Wallac e, 417 So.2d 1022, 1024 (Fla. 2d DCA 1982). See 

generally, Fla. Stat. 5 90.609; Florida East Coast Railway Co. v. H& , 322 
So.2d 68 (Fla. 3d DCA 1975); m a r e s  v. Val&,&, 353 So.2d 1257 (Fla. 3d DCA 

1978); Pike v.  State , 455 So.2d 628 (Fla. 5th DCA 1984); see also &&one v, 

w, 382 So.2d 1205, 1214 (Fla. 1980) (impeachment witness was properly 

allowed to testify to witness' [Haskew's] reputation for truth and veracity in 

the comnunity, but trial court correctly sustained objection to a question 

seeking to elicit the impeachment witness' individual and personal view of 

Haskew's credibility; "[tlhe clear weight of authority allows only the general 

reputation of the witness in the comunity to be admissible"). 

* .  

. .  

@ 

In the instant case, the State Attorney's effort to impeach Dr. Tanay's 

credibility by bringing up the fact that Dr. Thomas Szasz had called him a 

"hired gun" was highly improper and deliberately misleading. Dr. Szasz' 0 
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personal opinion of Tanay's credibility would not have been admissible even if 

Szasz had been present in court as a witness, and subject to cross-examination 

and to the jury's assessment of credibility. &&&; w; Carver; lSQtone. 
To introduce Szasz' opinion in the manner which was done here was not only 
improper impeachment, but also violated appellant's Sixth Amendment right of 

confrontation. In addition, the "hired gun" accusation was made by Szasz in 

such a completely different context from any issue relevant to appellant's 

trial, that its only effect on the jury could be to mislead and inflame them. 
The comment was made in a debate before a Jewish organization in Detroit, on the 

subject of civil commitment of the mentally ill. Dr. Szasz has long been known 

as an opponent of civil commitment on political, psychiatric, and moral grounds. 
In a number of books, including "The Myth of Mental Illness'' (see R2325) and 

"Law, Liberty, and Psychiatry", Dr. Szasz has cogently expressed that view, and 
also the view that insanity should not be recognized as a legal defense in 
criminal prosecutions. However, the legislature of Florida has not chosen to 

adopt Dr. Szasz' views, since civil commitment and the insanity defense are both 

recognized by the laws of this state. Cf. Garron v. Sta te, 528 So.2d 353, 357 

(Fla. 1988). In the 1982 debate, Dr. Szasz was expressing his opinion - 
consistent with the theme of his writings - that any psychiatrist, including Dr. 
Tanay, who participates in the civil comaitment process is a "hired gun." As 

Tanay testified "That was what the whole debate was about, was about civil 
cownitment. 

0 

' 
It had nothing to do with anything else." 

The personal views of a non-testifying expert on the wisdom of the 

legislative policy decision to provide for civil commitment, or on the ethics 

of those psychiatrists who participate in the process, were totally irrelevant 

to any issue in this trial, including the issue of Dr. Tanay's credibility. 
See Garron. The State Attorney's purpose in bringing up - and belaboring - the 
"hired gun" accusation had nothing to do with the point Dr. Szasz was trying to 
make, but instead was to insinuate to the jury that Dr. Tanay is dishonest, that 

his testimony is for sale. See Commonwealth v. Shelley, 373 NE.2d 951, 953-54 

(Mass. 1978) (prosecutor's statements concerning credibility of defense expert 0 
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witnesses unfairly insinuated that these witnesses were "bought"). In fact, in 
his closing argument, the very first comment Mr. Schaub made to the jury 

concerning Dr. Tanay was "Then we heard from I 

.the hired a m .  Doctor Bnanue1 Tanav of D e t r U  . (R3175) The effect of such 
improper impeachment in a case involving the insanity defense - where conviction 
or acquittal depends in large part on which expert witnesses the jury finds 

credible - may well have been devastating. See State v. D iGuilig, 491 So.2d 
1129 (Fla. 1986). 

@ 
Doctor Szasz 

' I f  

B. PR. TANAY'S BILL 

It is proper, in cross-examining an expert witness, to bring out the fact 
that the witness is receiving financial compensation. See Pandula v. Ponsecq, 

199 So. 358, 359-60 (Fla. 1940); B.1. Holdina Co. v. Dade C o u n u  , 129 So.2d 693 
(Fla. 3d DCA 1965); m e t  v. m, 175 So.2d 57 (Fla. 2d DCA 1965); Ligsius 

Y* Br1st ol-Myers Co ., 265 So.2d 396 (Pla. 1st DCA 1972). It is also within the 
trial court's discretion to permit cross-examination regarding the amount of 

compensation. See -ton v. K inq, 410 So.2d 179 (Fla. 4th DCA 1982): 
Much of ... modern day litigation involves a "battle of experts." 
Under these circumstances we believe the trier of fact, who 
ultimately must make some assessment of the credibility of such 
witnesses, is entitled to know the extent of any financial 
arrangements made to secure their participation in the case. 

Needless to say, it is not proper for the party doing the cross-examining 

to lie about the amount of compensation the expert witness is receiving, or to 
intentionally try to deceive the jury by portraying the witness as a liar and 

a thief - when the very exhibit the attorney is using for this purpose belies 
the attorney's accusation! See, generally, m e a l t h  v. Shelley, 373 NE.2d 

951, 954 (Mass. 1978); peoD le v. T v s u  , 350 NW.2d 248, 252 (Mich. App. 1984). 

0 

The misconduct of the State Attorney in the instant case far exceeds what 

was condemned in and TYSOQ. He cross-examined Dr. Tanay as follows: 

MR. SCHAUB: Doctor, of course, you're getting paid for being here 
today; are you not? 

DR. TANAY: Yes. 

Q. 
A. $150 an hour. 

And what do you normally charge for your services? 
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Q. Now, do you recall the last time I came to Detroit to 

A. I recall you being there, yes. 

Q *  

A. I don't recall the duration. 

Q- 

depose you? 

I don't uestion whether it was so. I don't 
s ecifical y recall if we started at 3:OO or 9:00 in SI 
t K e morning. 

A. 
I do recall you being there. 

(R2393) 

The State Attorney had the Clerk mark for identification State Exhibit 62. 

He then turned his attention back t o  Dr. Tanay, and challenged him: 

Q. (By MF. Schaub) I submit what has been marked for 
identification oses as State's Exhibit Number 62 

(R2394) 
Defense counsel objected on relevancy grounds. The State Attorney replied 

that the question was relevant "[t]o show why he's testifying the way he is", 0 
and also suggested that he was impeaching Dr. Tanay with an inconsistent 
statement: 

THE COURT: He's testified he gets $150 an hour. 
show something inconsistent? 

MR. SCHAUB: a 's shows $600 an hox. 
THE COURT: If it's an inconsistent statement, I might agree with 
you. 

(R2394-95) 

Are you trying to 

The trial court overruled the defense objection, and the State Attorney 
proceeded with his tactic designed to bait Dr. Tanay and make him appear to be 

a liar and a crook: 

Q *  

DR. TANAY: Sir, this is an outrageous misstatement. What you just 
handed to this Court shows that I char ed, it's sa s so here, 
hours; review of three tape recordings, three hturs, giving of 
deposition, 2 to 5, three hours; total 18 hundred. 

"Review of entire file including additiona 9; material su i mitted, six 
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How can you make such broad statements in this courtroom? 
terrible. 

Q. Are you asking me a question? I'd like to ask the 
quest i o m .  

A. That's terrrible. That's terrible. I have never seen 
anything like that. 

THE COURT: Gentlemen, Doctor-- 

That is 

(R2395-96) 

Defense counsel asked to approach the bench and said: 

Your Honor, I'm goin to move for a mistrial. I cannot believe the 

before this court. 

I want the Court to take a look at this particular document. 
THE COURT: He's just read this document. It's what it was and I 
think the doctor made it perfectly clear. 

NR. SLATER: And it makes the doctor mad because the doctor sees this 
Prosecutor here tr ing to mislead this Court and this Jury. And I 

I can't believe such a thing would e said. 

means in which Mr. Sc \ aub will go about in making misrepresentations 
Mr. Schaub just tried to mislead this Jury. 

f move for a mistria I based upon this erson's misleading statements. 

- HR. SCHAUB: . .  Be's c b a e d  18 h w e d  dollars for a three h o u  

(R239:;;'- 

The trial court denied the motion for mistrial, stating that "[tlhe doctor 
has cleared the situation." Defense counsel requested that Dr. Tanay's bill be 

made part of the record "[wJith regard to these misstatements by the State 

Attorney." The prosecutor stated that he also wanted the exhibit to be 

introduced. (R2397) State Exhibit 62 is a statement sent by Dr. Tanay to State 

Attorney Schaub listing the following charges: 

RE: NOWITZKE, FREDERICK 
DATE DESCRIPTION CHARGES 

10-1-87 Review of entire file 
including additional 
material submitted. (See 

10-1-87 Review of three tape 
recordings. 3 hours. $450 

10-2-87 Giving of deposition, 2:OO 
to 5:OO p.m. 3 hours. $450 

Index) 6 hours. $900 

10-6-87 BILLED BALANCE DUE 
$1800 
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As is i d i a t e l y  apparent on the face of the document itself, the State 
Attorney's repeated accusation that Dr. Tanay charged $1800 for a three hour 

deposition was a lie. Mr. Schaub also purported to impeach Dr. Tanay's 

testimony that he normally charges $150 an hour by pointing to the not-yet- 
introduced document and saying "This shows $600 an hour" - also a lie. Mr. 

Schaub was deliberately trying to bait Dr. Tanay, and to inflame the jury 

against him by painting him as a liar, a mercenary, and a thief.14 In view of 

the prejudicial effect of this misleading cross-examination - and especially in 
view of the fact that the prosecutor intended for it to have that effect on the 
jury - the trial court's reasoning that "[tlhe doctor has cleared the 

situation" was an insufficient basis for his overruling appellant's objection 

and denying his motion for mistrial. Garron v. Stat e, 528 So.2d 353, 359 (Fla. 
1988). As in m r o g ,  the State Attorney here "overstepped the bounds of zealous 

advocacy and entered into the forbidden zone of prosecutorial misconduct.'' 

Indeed, Dr. Tanay's (understandably) angry and defensive response to the State 

Attorney's patently false accusations was very much a part of what Mr. Schaub 

was trying to achieve by baiting him. The blatantly unfair tactic employed here 

had no legitimate relationship to Dr. Tanay's motivation to testify. Compare 

Pandula; B.1. Holdiaa co*  ; b l v u ;  Lipsius; -tog. In fact, even apart from 

the State Attorney's deceit, it is questionable at best whether Dr. Tanay's 

hourly rate for preparing for and giving depositions is relevant to his 
credibility; since that is not the same thing as "the extent of any financial 

arrangement made to secure [his] participation in the case." maston, 410 

S0.2d at 180. 

0 

By implanting in the jurors' minds the unpalatable notions of "18 hundred 

dollars for a three hour deposition" and "$600 an hour", the State Attorney was 
seeking to inflame them gs taxpavers against Doctor Tanay, and put him on the 

defensive. In that way, when Tanay angrily tried to explain what Schaub a1 r e a a  

~~~ 

W And thereby compounding the effect of his earlier misconduct in 
characterizing Dr. Tanay (through an out-of -court, out-of -context statement made 
by Dr. Szasz) as a "hired gun." 

0 
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knew - that he had charged $1800 for twelve hours of preparation and deposition, 
at a rate of $150 dollars an hour, the jurors' instinctive reaction would be 

"Big deal. 

0 
It's still too much." 

Even after Dr. Tanay attempted to explain the charges in his bill - even 
after the trial court opined that the doctor had made it perfectly clear - even 
after defense counsel moved for a mistrial "based upon this person's misleading 
statements" - the State Attorney still insisted at the bench that "He's charged 

18 hundred dollars for a three hour deposition." Because of the prosecutor's 

misconduct, the same thought may well have persisted in the jurors' minds, and 
unfairly affected their perception of Dr. Tanay. 

In Commonweal th v. Shell ey, the Supreme Court of Massachusetts held that 
prosecutorial argument unfairly insinuating that the defendant's expert 

witnesses were "bought" was improper and, standing alone, "so prejudicial in 

nature as to require reversal." 

The [prosecutor's J argument essentially urged the jury to discount 
the testimony of the defendant's ex ert witnesses because they were 
paid large fees by the defendant's P amily. There was evidence that 
the witnesses were paid by the family, but there was no evidence 
that they received anything more than their usual fees. Thus, to 
urge an inference that the expert testimony was purchased by the 
defendant was improper and unfair. 

Second, the argument attempted impermissibly to pla on the 

%isclaimer form, t t the expert witnesses were "mercenary soldiers" 
rejudices of the jurors. Suggestions were made, a Ji beit in 
and "pros t i t u t es . 191 

Co=onw- lth v. Shelley , 373 N.E.2d at 954. 
See also m D l e  v. Tvs~p, SUE)TB, 350 N.U.2d at 252 (prosecutor committed 

misconduct in making statements to jury inaccurately characterizing the facts 
concerning payment of court-appointed psychiatrist; "[ tlhis argument appears to 

have been a deliberate attempt to inject prejudicial error into the trial.")16 

Compare State Attorney Schaub's accusation - not made in disclamier form 

l6 The Michigan Court of Appeals went on to hold that defense counsel in 
Jvson waived his claim of error on this point, and that his decision to do so 
was "a reasonable tactical choice." In contrast, defense counsel in the instant 
case waived neither his objection (R2394-95) nor his motion for mistrial. 
(R2396-97) When the judge said "He's just read this document. It's what it was 
and I think the doctor made it perfectly clear", defense counsel repeated his 

- that Dr. Tanay is a "hired gun." 

0 
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- C. -TOTALITY OF -SS 

Mr. Schaub's cross-examination of Dr. Tanay consumes nearly 200 pages of 

the record. The irrelevant and misleading questioning and the outright 
prosecutorial misconduct set forth in this Point on Appeal are the most 
egregious examples, but they are not the only examples. At various points 

throughout the cross-examination, the State Attorney stated his personal 

opinions, misstated Tanay's answers, intentionally provoked the witness with 

gratuitous insults (including not-so-subtle jibes at his European education and 
his home city of Detroit), and ignored the trial court's rulings by persisting 

in irrelevant lines of questioning after defense objections had been sustained. 

As part of his generalized attack on psychiatry as a profession, the State 
Attorney cross-examined Dr. Tanay about completely irrelevant matters such as 

the "Rosenhan study" (in which a Stanford professor had eight students from his 

class feign mental illness and have themselves admitted to mental hospitals) 
, 177 Cal.Rptr. 899, 903-04 (Cla.App. 1981)l. (R2252- [see peoDle v. C r n  

57); a book by a Dr. Jay Ziskin in which Ziskin contended that psychiatric 
evidence should not be -ible [see Garron v. State , 528 So.2d 353, 357 (Fla. 
1988)l. (R2252-53, 2261-62); the Tarasoff lawsuit out of California (ostensibly 

for the purpose of showing that psychiatrists cannot predict future 

dangerousness; a non-issue in this case) (R2257-60); and former Chief Justice 

Warren Burger (to suggest - misleadingly - that Burger had "held" that 
psychiatrists are incompetent to render opinions on sanity). (R2328-31) The 

State Attorney repeatedly asked Dr. Tanay about his testimony in unrelated 

trials (including the Ferry case) and insinuated that Tanay had had "problems" 

with the judges in those cases. Mr. Schaub persisted in this tactic before the 

jury even after defense objections were sustained and the trial court made it 

clear that the line of questioning was irrelevant. (R2192-94, 2287-88, 2298- 

99, 2302, see especially 2327-28) 

a .  

request for a mistrial, based on the State Attorney's intentionally misleading 
the jury and baiting Dr. Tanay. (R2396-97) When the judge denied the motions 
for mistrial, defense counsel requested that the Exhibit (62) be made part of 
the record "with regard to these misstatements by the State Attorney." (R2397) 0 
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To get the full flavor of the hatchet job which was done on Dr. Tanay, it 
is necessary to read the cross-examination in its entirety. Because of the 

prosecutor's unfair tactics in cross-examining this critical defense witness, 

appellant is entitled to a new trial. 

0 

JSSUE IV 

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING THE STATE ATTORNEY TO BRING OUT 
BEFORE THE JURY, ON CROSS-EXAMINATION OF DR. VAUGHN, THAT IT IS NOT 
UNCOMMON FOR PERSONS FOUND NOT GUILTY OF HOMICIDE BY REASON OF 
INSANITY TO SPJiND ONLY SIX TO EIGHT MONTBS IN THE STATE MENTAL 
HOSPITAL. 

Of all the improper, irrelevant, and prejudicial cross-examination engaged 
in by the State Attorney in this trial, the single most outrageous example 

occurred during the testimony of Dr. Vaughn. Vaughn had been appellant's 

treating physician at North Florida Evaluation and Treatment Center, when 

appellant was coamitted there as incompetent to stand trial. At trial, Dr. 
Vaughn testified that in his opinion appellant was insane, as defined by Florida 
law, at the time of the offense. On cross-examination, the following took 

place: 

MR. SCHAUB [prosecutor]: All right, sir. You're retired from the 
State of Florida hospitals? 

DR. VAUGHN: That's correct. 

Q. So therefore, you have pursued your career in hospitals 
for the mentally insane since you've retired, as well? 

A. That's correct, I have. 

Q. 
md five Y-S? 

A. Well, I would say that's indeed true. 

9. d actuallv. a stay in these tvDe 9f h w '  
for six to eiaht W t h s  is not unc- 'i!?ftior theiE 

(R2595) 
Defense counsel objected on the ground that the questioning was irrelevant 

and inmaterial. The trial court disagreed; "I believe the man's qualified. See 
if he can answer the question. I think it's relevant. I'll overrule the 

objection. You may answer." Because Dr. Vaughn was confused, the State 

Attorney twice repeated the question: 
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Q. 

(R2596) 
... ... 

Q. 

A. I'm sure that's about a reasonable stay, yes. 

MR. SLATER [defense counsel]: Excuse me. Is this to the issue of 
competency or to the person that's found insane at the time of 
commission of an offense in a homicide? 

Hit. SCHAUB: 4 D e r s o n f o u n d s s i o n  of a homicider * .  . .  
Q* 
A. 

Q. 
Q. 

A. 

Q- 

A. 

Q* 
A. 

Q *  

A. 

8. 

(By Mr. Schaub) Isn't about normal? 
lo. 

All right. 
Didn't you tell me on age 5 of your deposition, or -- 
I don't know if I too R the deposition, whoever did -- 
I guess I did. 

Okay. 
"But have you seen many murderers," I have page 5 here. 
Do you see where I'm talking about? 

Which one are we talking about? 

Your deposition, 

October lo? What page? 
Page 5. 
All right. 

On the upper th$d or so, Question: "But you have seen 
many murderers. Do you see whe:? I'm -- "All right, 
but you have seen many murderers. 

That's the question. 
n. Yes. 

Q. Answer: "Yes, sir." 

I would like a continuing ob'ection to this line mZ. SLATER: 
of questioning as to what relevance it has to t is particular case. 
THE COURT: Well, I'm going to have to find out. I hope he can go 
on and do something. 
Q. (by ,Mr. Zhaub): gues tion: " M d  Datients in statq 

i: 
Go ahead. 

rtals. 
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. "yes sir 1 

YOU say the a v a a e  stay for them is abo& 

A. That's correct. 

Q *  J ' m  t w  about W d e r e r s  now. r i w  

A. That is correct. 

Q. ldn't six glPlgths be a bout ri 'aht?" 'I 

o eiaht months i s  not uncomnon. I' 

Bid YOU make those s w n t s ?  

A. 1 think. yes. 1 did, 

Q *  U &  
A* - 

(R2597-99) 

The State Attorney's cross-examination of Dr. Vaughn on this matter was 

plainly, grossly, and incurably prejudicial to appellant's right to a fair 

trial. In Williams v . State, 68 So.2d 583 (Ha. 1953) this Court reversed a 
first degree murder conviction based on "the trial court's refusal to sustain 
the defendant's objection to certain remarks made by the State Attorney in his 

closing argument to the effect that if the jury should find the defendant not 

guilty by reason of insanity he would be sent to the insane asylum and soon 

after being confined there would be released to conmit another homicide.'' The 

Attorney General conceded that reversible error was committed and this Court 
agreed. In Johnson v . State, 408 So.2d 813, 816 (Fla. 3d DCA 1982) a second 

degree murder conviction was reversed on other grounds, and the court observed: 

Our decision to reverse defendant's conviction renders it 
unnecessary for us to review the propriety of the state's comment 
during closing argument that it was "unheard of" for a person to 
spend more than two years in the state hospital system if found 

0 See also Pea ister v. Sta te, 163 So. 219 (Fla. 1935). 

i 
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Numerous other jurisdictions have also recognized that conments or cross- 

examination designed to draw the jury's attention to the defendant's possible 

early release in the event of an insanity acquittal are grossly improper and 

prejudicial, to the point of denying a fair trial. See e.g. Evalt v. United 

States, 359 F.2d 534, 544-47 (9th Cir. 1966) (prosecutorial argument); United 
States v. w, 421 F.2d 665, 666 (9th Cir. 1970) (argument); State v. Wall, 
715 P.2d 96, 97-98 (Ore. 1986) (cross-examination); Jetton v. State , 435 So.2d 
167, 169-72 (Ala.Cr.App. 1983) (argument); v. State , 370 So.2d 1080, 
1098-1102, (Ala.Cr.App. 1979) (direct examination and closing argument); JeoDle 

y. L e h ,  195 NW.2d 30, 31-33 (Mich.App. 1972) (cross-examination and argument); 

State v. Johnson, 267 SW.2d 642, 645-46 (Mo. 1954) (argument); State v. Mak& 
455 P.2d 450, 451-52 (Ariz. 1969) (direct examination); a t h  v. State , 220 
So.2d 313, 316-17 (Miss. 1969) (argument); Pailev v, State , 406 WE.2d 1172, 

1173-75 (Ind. 1980) (argument); State v .  M v e u  , 222 SE.2d 300, 306 (W.Va. 1976) 
, 177 Cal.Rptr. 899, 906-07 (Cal.App. 1981) (argument); PeoDle v. C r i s c i a  

(cross-examination and argument); JeoDle v. Soregglpg, 41 Cal.Rptr. 657, 659-60) 

(Cal.App. 1964) (argument); PeoDle v .  w, 5 Cal.Rptr. 906, 908-10 (Cal.App. 
1960) (argument); w e a l t h  v. gallelea , 351 NE.2d 509, 513-15 (Mass. 1976) 
(argument). 

. .  ' 
The fact that the State Attorney in the present case used his cross- 

examination of Dr. Vaughn to raise the spectre of appellant's possible release 

from the state hospital in as little as six to eight months if acquitted by 

reason of insanity, made its impact even more powerful than if he had done it 
in closing argument. Jurors are instructed that what the lawyers say is not 

evidence. (see R1706) Dr. Vaughn's testimony, on the other hand, evidence, 

and in view of his long experience as a psychiatrist in the state hospital 
system, his statement that homicide defendants acquitted by reason of insanity 

commonly spend as little as six to eight months in the hospital may have 

particularly alarmed the jury. When the prosecutor began this line of 

questioning, defense counsel objected on relevancy grounds, and the trial judge 
stated (apparently in the hearing of the jury) ''I believe the man's qualified. - 
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-- I think it's relevant. 

State, 428 So.2d 357, 359 (Fla. 3d DCA 1983) ("Here a timely objection to th; 

[prosecutor's] argument was immediately pverruled by the court without comment, 

which ruling stamped approval on the argument, thereby aggravating its 

prejudicial effect") . 

I'll overrule the objection.''17 Compare Edwards v 

In Wall v. State, 715 P.2d at 97-98, the prosecutor, in cross-examining 

the defense psychiatrist, brought out (over defense counsel's relevancy 

objection) the fact that under Oregon law a person found not responsible because 

of mental disease or defect can only be confined during such time as he remains 
actively mentally ill. The appellate court reversed the defendant's murder 

conviction, and said: 

Defendant's specific claim of error is that the disposition of 
a person found not guilty by reason of mental disease or defect is 
not to be considered by the jury. He argues that the information 
elicited in the cross-examination of his psychiatrist witness could 
have influenced the jury to find him guilt in order to avoid his 

tria earlr . release back into society, thereby K epriving him of a fair 

... ... 
The dispositive question in a case of prosecutorial misconduct 

is whether the defendant was prejudiced by the conduct or remarks, 
i.e., whether the jury was likely to be influenced by them. 
[Citation omitted]. The inquiry in this case, suggesting that the 
state could not kee defendant confined if he were found not guilty 
by reason of menta? disease or defect, was very likely to have 
influenced the jury. It encouraged the jury to make its 
determination on impermissible rounds by injecting into its 
deliberations a factor which was Eeyond the scope of its inquiry. 
t Dlaced before the iurv the sDectre that. if it fo& def- 

l7 After defense counsel had objected to the cross-examination about how 
long insanity acquittees comonly spend in the hospital on the specific ground 
of irrelevancy [see Pall v. State , 715 P.2d at 97; w t i s  v. AcevedQ # SUDTB, 
528 So.2d at 462; cf. JacLson v. Statg, 451 So.2d 458, 546 (Fla. 1984)l; and the 
judge overruled the objection, stating that he thought the testimony was 
relevant, the issue was fully preserved for appellate review. 
418 So.2d 984, 986 (Fla. 1982); W a r d  v. State, 436 So.2d 9?s~&viF~:%i 

, 454 So.2d at 682. As this DCA 1983); 
Court explained in simssoq, ''No purpose would be served by requiring a futile 
motion for mistrial after the trial court has already overruled the defendant's 
contemporary objection. 

' 

. .  

0 
418 So.2d at 986. 
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State v. Wall, 715 P.2d at 97-98. 

In State v. , 455 P.2d at 451-52, the prosecutor elicited the 

following testimony on direct examination of his own medical expert: 
"9. If he were in fact sent to the state hospital, the state 

hospital at any time within their discretion could release him; is 
that not correct? 

"A. That's right. 

"Q. And in your experience you have seen cases where persons have 
been found not guilty by reason of insanity and have been back on 
the streets soon thereafter; haven't you? 

"A. That's right ." 
The Supreme Court of Arizona reversed Makal's three homicide convictions 

in the deaths of his wife and children: 
The court's admission of the testimony of the state's ex ert 

witness was obvious error. The only real issue to be decidei by 
the 'ury was whether Makal was sane at the time of the commission 

is determined by the laws of the state as enacted by the 
Legislature. With that disposition the jury has neither concern 
nor responsibility. 

''When evidence introduced is not of a subsequent act but of a 
possible future act, it does not shed any material 
accused's mental state at the time of the offense char 
only have relation to the possibility or even probabi 
accused will in the future commit a criminal act or will be a danger 

of t 2 e offense. The disposition of an insane defendant by society 

, 177 Cal.Rptr. at 906 ("The sole and central See also peoDle v. CrisciQgf: 
issue at the sanity phase of the trial was appellant's mental condition at the 
time he killed his victim. How appellant would be treated, or how long 

incarcerated, in the event he were to be found insane, were of course not 

permissible subjects for speculation by the jury.") 

. .  

The State Attorney's irrelevant cross-examination of Dr. Vaughn, which 
told the jury that if it found appellant not guilty by reason of insanity there 
was a good chance that he would be released from the hospital within a matter 

of months, was irreparably prejudicial. The trial court's error in allowing 0 
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this line of cross was so serious as to render appellant's trial fundamentally 

unfair [malt v. W t e d  Statea , 359 F.2d at 5461, and to deny him his right, 
guaranteed by the Florida and United States Constitutions, to a fair trial. See 

0 

alsao peoDIe v. S o r w ,  41 Cal.Rptr. at 660. 

reversed for a new trial. 

Appellant's convictions must be 

m; Johnson; Evalt; u; JettQg; -; 
; 5L-i Castxo; Lewis; Johnson; nakal; srni; Dailev; Mvers; I;rlsclone 

Killelea. 

. .  

L B s u L  
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING THE STATE TO ELICIT AN OPINION ON 
THE ISSUE OF SANITY FROM AN EXPERT WITNESS WHO ACKNOWLEDGED THAT HE 
WAS NOT EVEN FAMILIAR WITH THE DEFINITION OF INSANITY UNDER FLORIDA 
LAW. 

A. TIipl MOTION TO EXCgUDE DR. PBpBR'S TESTIMOB 

In its rebuttal case, the state called Dr. Stephen Padar, a neurosurgeon. 

Defense counsel objected on the ground that Padar's testimony was improper 

rebuttal, since the defense had never contended that appellant suffered from 

organic brain damage. (R2895) In fact, defense witness Dr. Rufus Vaughn, who 

is board certified jointly in psychiatry and neurology, testified both on direct 

and cross that there was ~9 indication of any organic brain damage. (R2895-96, 

see R2590-92, 2608-09) The State Attorney, consistent with his established 

strategy [see Issue III-C], made it clear that he wanted Padar's testimony for 

e 

another purpose: 

THE COURT: You mean at the time of the -- 

ime7 THE COURT: &s to spgitv or insggdSrr at the b e  of the cr 
MR. SCHAUB: yes. sir. 

MR. SLATER [defense counsel]: No, that is absolutely wrong. That 
is a bold out lie by the State Attorney. 

MR. SCHAUB: What do you mean, a lie? It's not a lie. 

(R2896) 

At this point, the jury was taken out of the courtroom, and the argument 0 
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resumed: 
THE COURT: It's my understanding, Mr. Slater, that you are objecting 
on the ground that this Doctor can't give his opinion? 

MR. SLATER: That is exactly right, Your Honor, and I'll cite the 
Court to page 13 of the sworn deposition of this particular doctor 
where Mr. Schaub asked him if he could go back two years and make 
a judgment as to sanity or insanity. 
And his answer was, "I would be going out on the limb. I really 
don't know. All I could tell is that at the time I examined him on 
August the 4th, he was sane and he was neurologically intact. 

damage. 

The Defense has never resented or indicated in any way that Rick 

So number one, it's not rebuttal. Number two, he can't testify as 
to the issue of sanity at the time of the offense. And number 
three, basically it has no bearing in this case. 

Nowiteke has any organ P c brain damage. 

(R2897 -98) 

The State Attorney replied: 

If it please the Court, this is a medical doctor licensed to 
practice medicine in the State of Florida, * .  any of whom can give such 

And he was seen at the directio: 
i f  this Court to determinewsanity, and he has made such a 
determination .@ 

And the fact that he cannot go back, it's our position that no one 
can go back; that they can give an estimate, and that's all we're 
operating on from here. And I believe that's what he'll testify 
to. 
And I think he's the mos t a e n t l v  a-fied Person vou're aoinq 
t o  hear in the course of this trial, 

ition to w h i d  he is in the sDecialtv that i 
est able to aive su ch an OD an opinion. In add . .  

. .  

(R2898) 
Defense counsel asked that the state be required to proffer Dr. Padar's 

testimony outside the presence of the jury, t o  determine whether his opinion 
was admissible. The State Attorney protested: 

As defense counsel pointed out, Dr. Padar was not appointed to determine 
whether appellant was sane or insane at the time of the cowmnission of the act. 
(R2898-99) Rather, he was appointed, in conjunction with the July, 1987 
competency evaluation, to determine whether appellant suffers from any 
neurological or organic brain damage. (R3896) 
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We didn't once ask to do that. We're got a neurosurgeon here, a 
brain surgeon, the top expert on sanity there is, and he is 
disputing it; and we would like, Your Honor, to present his 
testimony as to what he did. 

(R2899-2900) 
The State Attorney explained that he believed that Dr. Padar would 

probably testify that he had no opinion as to appellant's sanity at the time of 

the shootings, and would further testify that in his opinion pobody was capable 

of forming a reliable opinion as to a person's sanity on some previous date. 

MR. SCHAUB: As to whether or not at the time -- I'll have to ask him 

THE COURT: Excuse me. Then ou're going to have him testify that 
That's the term you used. 

MR. SCHAUB: Well 
you cannot look back. 
THE COURT: But you're impeaching your own witnesses. 

MR. SCHAUB: The whole -- 
THE COURT: You're impeaching everybody that's been on. 
HR. SCHAUB: Yes. 

THE COURT: Go right ahead. 

MR. SLATER: May we do it outside the presence of the Jury? 

THE COURT: Why? 
Mt. SCEIAUB: No, sir. 

MR. SLATER: It's not admissible. 

THE COURT: It certainly is, sir, and I so rule that it is. 
HR. SLATER: Now, if Mr. Schaub Fannot present this evidence before 
the Court, we will move for a mistrial. 
THE COURT: Fine. You've only done that about 400 times. It will 
be 401. 

all the psychiatrists, inc r uding your witnesses, are hogwash? 

I think he's going to say that it cannot be done, 

(R2902) 

B. BR. PADAR'S TESTIMONY 
Dr. Padar testified before the jury that he performed a neurological 

examination of appellant on August 4, 1987. There was no sign of his ever 

having had epilepsy or seizures. His face, eyes, and neck were normal, as was 0 
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his speech. He had complete control of his body movements, and there were no 

abnormalities or organic lesions. His deep tendon reflexes and Babinski 

reflexes were normal. Dr. Padar found no organic damage or physical 
deformities, nor was there any evidence that appellant was suffering from any 

organic damage on November 16, 1985. (R2907-09) 

Dr. Padar spent about 45 minutes talking with appellant, observing him, 

and checking him physically. 

HR. SCHAUB [prosecutor]: Did you observe any signs that he had 
sustained any kind of mental illness or suffered from any mental 
illness when he c o d t t e d  t h e s w e r  0 16, 1985, 

DR. PADAR: Well, on m u s t  4.  1987, he was neurologically intact 
A. 

3 

(R2911) 

When the State Attorney again directed his attention to the date of the 

shootings, Dr. Padar stated that "at least neurologically as far as an organic 
brain lesion is concerned ... I did not think he had it back in 1985. I cannot 

for sure go back from a functional standpoint." 

Q. 

HR. SLATER: Objection. It's been asked and answered and he's 
already stated he couldn't go back to that time as far as that 
issue. 

MR. SCHAUB: I asked him if he saw any indication, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection. Did you see any indication? 

THE WITNESS: No, I did not. 

(R2 911 - 12) 
m c r o s s o n .  Dr. Padar a c c  

. .  - 
anitv in Florida reaardina a crigynal act. When he refers to 

sanity, he means "organically sane." Dr. Padar's specialty deals with the 
organic or physical functioning of the brain, while psychiatry is the perception 

of thoughts and the organization within the brain. Dr. Padar could not say 

whether appellant was suffering from paranoid schizophrenia or any other type 

. .  

of psychosis on November 16, 1985. (R2913-14) 

0 On re-direct, he testified: 
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Q. (b Mr. Schaub) But ou saw no sign that he was 
su i fering from schizop E renia, paranoia or psychosis; 
did you, Doctor? 

A. lo. 

XR. SLATER: On what date? 

HR. SCHAUB: At any time. 

Q. Did you see any sign at any time that he had suffered 
from any of those illnesses? 

A. Well. when I saw him on Auaust 4 th. he aDDeared sane to 
m L  

(R2914) 

At the close of Dr. Padar's testimony, defense counsel renewed his motion 

for mistrial, "based upon the fact this testimony was allowed before the Jury." 
The trial court denied the motion, saying 'The only thing that he did was 

eliminate any physical disorder", and "I think its in issue. Why should your 
doctors have any precedence over him." (R2915-16) 

In the State Attorney's closing statement to the jury, it again became 

apparent (as it was in his argument to the trial court opposing the defense's 

motion to exclude the testimony) that the real purpose of Dr. Padar's testimony @ 
was not merely to eliminate organic brain damage, but rather went to the central 
issue of appellant's sanity or insanity at the time of the shootings: 

But the State also presented testimony from all three disciplines 
that treat and diagnosis mental illness, all three specialties: A 
psychologist; a psychiatrist; Dart icularlv the uen uine 

, the g w h o  considers so many things 
tW%e of hem c o n s E d ,  none of the others. 

and what he found and what he didn't find. 

He found the Defendant to speak fluently and rationally; he had 
no difficulty talking or walking, no cranial lesions were seen. 
These are were all matters he testified to. The neck was su ple 

which he explained to us -- which I can't recall now -- are normal. 
Extraoccular movements are full without -- well, I don't think he 
said this word because I haven't heard this word before and I won't 
mention it. Faces moves symmetrically on both sides, I remember him 
saying that. Deep 
tendon reflexes are summetrically active and there are no Babinski 
reflexes. Sensory examination is normal. 

Now, that's what he testified to. So he did something. He 

and freely mobile. The pupils are equal and reactive. Fun B ii, 

And there was no weakness in either a m  or leg. 
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looked at some manifestations that might indicate some nerve 
problems, might indicate something's wrong with the brain. As we 
all know, the brain controls the entire nervous system. And he did 
so and he found nothing wrong with the man. 

(R3186-88) 

C. IMPROPER R E B U T W  

Dr. Padar's testimony that appellant does not suffer from organic brain 

damage did not rebut any evidence introduced by the defense or any argument made 
by the defense. In fact, a defense expert - Dr. Vaughn - testified on direct 
(as well as cross) that there was ~p indication of any organic brain damage. 

Padar's testimony on this point was therefore improper rebuttal. S e e m c i a  v, 
State, 359 So.2d 17 (Fla. 26 DCA 1978); b a l d s o n  v. State, 369 So.2d 691, 695 

(Fla. 1st DCA 1979); see also Carter v. State , 332 So.2d 120, 125 (Fla. 2d DCA 
1976) If Padar's testimony had been confined to the non-existence of organic 
brain damage, it could properly have been considered cumulative and therefore 

harmless. However, as the State Attorney made clear in his argument to the 

trial court concerning the admissibility of Padar's testimony, and as he made 

even clearer to the jury in his closing statement, he was not simply using Padar 

to "rebut" organic brain damage, but was presenting him as the one and only 

"genuine scientist" in this trial to state an opinion on the issue of sanity. 

0 

I). IMPROPER OPII ION TESTUOHY ON TEE W UE OF SANITY 
In requesting that Dr. Padar's testimony be excluded, and then in asking 

in the alternative that the state be required to proffer it outside the presence 

of the jury, defense counsel pointed out that in his deposition, when asked if 
he could make a judgment as to appellant's sanity at the time of the offenses 

in November 1985, Dr. Padar had replied, "I would be going out on the limb. I 
really don't know. All I could tell is that at the time I examined him on 
August the 4th [1987], he was sane and he was neurologically intact." Defense 

counsel further emphasized that Dr. Padar "cannot testify that he's familiar or 0 
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knows the standards for insanity or sanity under the laws of Florida." When the 
judge refused to require the state to proffer Padar's testimony, defense counsel 

moved for a mistrial. Denying the motion, the judge said "... I don't have any 
idea what the doctor is going to say, but I think he has a right to an opinion 
or whatever it may be or whatever its based on." 

Sure enough, Dr. Padar admitted on cross-examination that he was not 

familiar with the law on insanity in Florida regarding a criminal act. By that 

time, however, the state had already elicited his opinion that when he examined 

appellant on August 4, 1987, "he was neurologically intact and he appeared to 

be sane to me." Even more harmfully, the State Attorney had asked Dr. Padar, 

"And you saw no sign that would indicate that [appellant] had been insane at the 
time of the commission of these crimes in 1985, did you not", and received (over 

the defense's renewed objection) the answer '*No, I did not." 

Because Dr. Padar was unfamiliar with the definition of insanity under 

Florida law, he was clearly unqualified to offer an expert opinion on that 

issue. In v. S tate, 451 So.2d 817, 820 (Fla. 1984), this Court said: 

It is well established in Florida that the test for insanity, 
when used as a defense to a criminal charge is the HcNaughton Rule. 

short of an inability to distinguish right from wrong, Evans, 140 
So.2d at 349. 
In G u r a w ,  two psychologists testified on proffer that the defendant 

"was not in effective control of his behavior", that he had "a mental defect", 
and that his judgment "would have been seriously impaired." However: 

When asked specifically about Gurganus' ability to distinguish ri ht 

to state within a reasonable degree of certaint that Gur anus did 

were equal probabilities of Gurganus' sanity and insanity under the 

from wrong at the time of the offense, neither psychologist was a Qb le 
or did not have that ability. The testimony of I3 0th was t i at there 
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McNaughten 1 .  Rule 

Guraanw v. State, SuDra, 451 So.2d at 821. 
Dr. Padar, by his own admission, was not even fgmiliar with the McNaughton 

Rule. Rather, as he also acknowledged on cross, he was using his own definition 

of the term; i.e. "organically sane" or insane. Therefore, Padar's testimony 

that appellant appeared to be sane at the time of the examination in August 

1987, and that he saw no indication that appellant was anything other than sane 

at the time of the shootings in November 1985, was irrelevant [Guruanus], and 

was elicited only to confuse and mislead the jury.'q 

If the state should contend on appeal that the error was ''harmless" on 

the theory that "the only thing he [Padar] did was eliminate any physical 

disorder", appellant would simply call the Court's attention to the state's use 

of Padar's testimony before the jury. See State v. DiGuiliQ, 491 So.2d 1129 

(Fla. 1986). In persuading the trial judge to admit the testimony, the State 8 

19 Dr. Padar was not qualified to offer an gxDert opinion on the issue of 
sanity at the time of the offenses because he was not even familiar with the 
definition of insanity under Florida law. Since his opinion was not based on 
the McNaughton Rule, it was of no evidentiary value. If the state should contend 
on appeal that Padar was qualified to offer a h o p i n i o n  on appellant's sanity, 
based on his examination of appellant nearly two years after the shootings, such 
a contention is refuted by Garron v. State, 528 So.2d 353, 357 (Fla. 1988): 

A lay witness, testifying on his or her personal observation as to 
a defendant's sanity, must have gained this personal knowledge in 
a time period reasonably proximate to the events giving rise to the 
prosecution. Thus, the opinion testimony as to appellant's sanity 
could only come from those whose personal observation took place 
either at the shooting or in close time proximity thereto. Those 
lay witnesses whose opinions were based on observations occurring 
the next day, or sometime thereafter, should not be admitted. A 
nonexpert is not competent to give lay opinion testimony based on 
his personal observation that took place a day removed from the 
events giving rise to the prosecution. This is clearly the domain 
of experts in the field of psychiatry. Any lay opinion testimony 
as to the appellant's sanity must necessarily be based on 
observations made in close time proximity to those events upon which 
appellant's sanity is in question. 
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Attorney repeatedly contended that Padar was "the best specialist of all in 

determining [sanity] and insanity", and that "he has a genuine opinion [as to 

sanity or insanity at the time of the crime] which I think is of far greater 
value than any other psychiatrist." And that is exactly how the State Attorney 
presented it to the jury in closing argument. After characterizing Dr. Padar 

as the only "genuine scientist" to testify in the trial, he concluded as 

f 01 lows: 

He wasn't goin to project he could sa something happened months 
before, but he to 'I d us that when he saw E im, he found nothing wrong 

It is apparent that the purpose - and the effect - of Dr. Padar's 

testimony was not merely to eliminate the possibility of organic brain damage, 
especially since the defense's own expert had testified that there was no 

indication of brain damage. Instead, the purpose and effect was to create the 

illusion of "scientific" evidence that appellant was sane at the time of the 

shootings, which dovetailed with the State Attorney's strategy of denigrating 

psychiatry as a profession [see Issue III-C], and enabled him to present Dr. 

Padar to the jury * is o 't've ' e o s 't . 
The state cannot meet its burden of showing that the erroneous admission of Dr. 

Padar's opinions as to sanity at the time of the examination and at the time of 
the offense did not have the effect on the jury which the State Attorney 

intended. Gunn v. State, 83 So. 511, 512 (Fla. 1919); State v. DiGuilio, supra. 

.umu!€ 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING THE STATE TO PRESENT IRRELEVANT 
AND INFLAMMATORY TESTIMONY ABOUT THE CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF 
DRUG ADDICTS. 

In his rebuttal case, the State Attorney asked Roy Hackle, one of the 

arresting police officers, if he had become acquainted, during his three years 
of working criminal intelligence and narcotics, "with what narcotic addicts 

might do to keep their habit?" (R2700-01, see R2698) Defense counsel 

0 interjected: 
- 

Your Honor, I object to this question again as to what narcotic 
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addicts might do, with the idea it's not relevant to this situation. 
And if it involves his experience from other cases, other 
investigations, I see no connection between his experience from 
other cases and this case before the Jury. 

I object to that question. It's totally 
speculative as to what all addicts all over, any time, anywhere 
uught do. 

It calls for a conclusion. 

(R2701) 

The trial court overruled the objection and the State Attorney continued: 

Q. (By Hr. Schaub) Based on your experience, what did you 
find that cocaine or regular users might do to satisfy 
their cocaine habit? 

HR. COMBS [defense counsel]: Based on the answer of the witness, I 
would ask that it be stricken because there's no evidence of theft, 
robberies or any sort of conversion of property in this case. And 
I would ask the Court to admonish the Jury to disregard the last 
question and answer. 

MR. SCHAUB: It shows desperation. 

THE COURT: I'll deny the objection. 
overall picture. 

Q. (By- Mr. Schaub) l-hev t ever corn it my c r w  

HR. COMBS: Your Honor, this is pure speculation. There is no 
foundation for the question, It calls €or a conclusion on the art 
of this witness. 
to satisfy a habit. 

It's pure speculation and it calls for a conclusion. It is 
prejudicial. The probative value is outweighed by any relevancy of 
this question and answer. 

MR. SCHAUB: I submit it's very relevant. 

THE COURT: I'll deny the objection. If he can answer -- and I think 
he said that he's worked on cases of this nature -- if he can answer 
it, fine. Maybe he can; maybe he can't. 

I think he's trying to show an 

their own Parents? 

It is irrelevant as to what drug addicts wil P do 

(R2701-02) 

Officer Hackle testified that he had been in law enforcement for 17 years. 

(R2702) The State Attorney again asked: 
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MR. COMBS: Your Honor, object to the question as being leading. 
THE COURT: I'll overrule. Go ahead. 

A. 

Q* 

MR. COMBS: Your Honor, objection. 
MR. SCHAUB: No, it's not. 

MR. COMBS: It's irrelevant and ianraterial to the issues before this 
Jury, and it's prejudicial. 

MR. SCHAUB: I asked him if he's aware of any cases where they have 
done that, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection. You may answer if you can. 

It's a leading question. 

their wit? 
A. 

(R2703-04) 

Defense counsel moved for a mistrial, saying "This whole line of 

questioning is improper as to his experience with drug traffickers, as to what 

addicts might or might not do to satisfy their habit, as to whether or not drug 
addicts would comnit crimes against their parents.''B The trial court denied 

the motion. (R2705-06) 

The state's introduction of this testimony was patently improper and 

inflammatory. See w c h  v, State , 279 So.2d 866 (Fla. 1973); Whitted v. State, 
362 So.2d 668, 672-73 (Fla. 1978); Pellum v. State, 104 So.2d 99, 101-03 (Fla. 
3d DCA 1958); v. State , 356 So.2d 1327, 1329 (Fla. 4th DCA 1978); 
brlllstrona v. S w ,  377 So.2d 205 (Fla. 2d DCA 1979); Rolle v. State , 431 So.2d 

326 (Fla. 3d DCA 1983); pull iam v. S t a  , 446 So.2d 1172 (Fla. 2d DCA 1984); 

Wck v. State, 450 So.2d 880 (Fla. 4th DCA 1984); Jenkins v. State , 533 So.2d 

ao The State Attorney also pursued a briefer but similar line of 
questioning, over defense relevancy objection and motion for mistrial (R2680- 
81, 2688-89), with another of the arresting officers, Sgt. Larry Costanzo. 
(R2688) 
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297, 299-300 (Fla. 1st DCA 1988). These decisions collectively stand for the 
proposition that such testimony "is not relevant to the crime charged and is 

highly prejudicial by inferring criminal conduct on the part of the defendant 

from criminal conduct of a third party" or parties. -, 377 So.2d at 206 

(citing w); pullim, 446 So.2d at 1173. 

8 

That sort of "guilt-by-association is exactly what the prosecutor achieved 
here. The defense's position at trial was that appellant was insane at the time 

of the shootings, while the prosecution contended that his behavior was drug 

induced. There was some evidence at trial that appellant had used drugs in the 

past, and there was evidence that he had done some cocaine on the day of the 

offenses. So far no problem. But then, by his questioning of Officers Hackle 
and Costanzo, the prosecutor began delving into "what narcotic addicts might to 

do keep their habit." To begin with, there was gp evidence whatsoever that 
appellant was an addict.21 The prosecutor's questioning was all based on the 

false assumption that a user is necessarily an addict. More importantly, 

however, the effect of this questioning was to invite the jury to infer that, 
because drug addicts in general have a propensity to commit crimes, that 

appellant (being a user) has the same propensity. [Otherwise, the testimony 
about drug addicts would be phollv irrelevant]. It invited the jury to 

speculate that appellant might have stolen money or property from his parents, 

or comnitted other thefts or robberies to satisfy his "habit", even though there 

was no evidence of any such crimes. It also suggested to the jury that 

appellant shot his family in order to satisfy a drug habit, because the officers 

were aware of gtheE cases where drug users had conunitted murder with that 
motive. 

0 

The irrelevant testimony elicited by the prosecutor about the criminal 
behavior patterns of drug addicts stacked misleading and prejudicial inference 

upon inference. One, because appellant was a user, he was an addict. Two, 

21 In his sentencing order, the trial court rejected cocaine addiction as 
a mitigating factor, stating "It was shown and brought out that the Defendant 
did have a drug habit in the past, but that had been overcome to a great degree." 
(R3789) 

0 
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because addicts conmit thefts and robberies to support their habit, and steal 

money and property from their families, appellant may have committed thefts and 

robberies and stolen from his family. Three, because drug use or addiction was 

a motive or causal factor in othec murders the officers were aware of, it 
(rather than insanity) must have been the motive for or cause of the killing of 

appellant's mother and step-brother. The testimony about crimes comitted by 

drug addicts was irrelevant, and even assuming arauendp that there was any 

marginal relevancy, it was greatly outweighed by the "danger of unfair 

prejudice, confusion of the issues, [and] misleading the jury ... ." Pulliam, 

446 So.2d at 1173, Jenkins, 533 So.2d at 300; see Fla. Stat. 5 90.403. (See 

R2702) Especially in view of the sociopolitical climate of the late 1980s, 

where the last two Presidents have heralded a nationwide "war on drugs" and drug 

abuse is widely considered the number one social problem in the country, the 

introduction of testimony designed to link appellant in the jury's mind with the 

whole panoply of crimes drug users will comit "to satisfy their habit" was 

inflammatory in the extreme. Appellant had a right to a fair trial on the 

issues in his case, without being "tarred by the brush of [his] peers' misdeeds" 

[Quick v *  State , 450 So.2d at 8811, and his convictions must be reversed for a 
new trial. Kirsch; pelluq; B u c k h ;  pulliam; Q&k. 

e 

4. 

usYu!.U 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN OVERRULING APPELLANT'S RELEVANCY OBJECTIONS 
AND DENYING HIS MOTIONS FOR MISTRIAL, WHEN THE STATE INTRODUCED 
EXTENSIVE EVIDENCE RELATING NOT TO APPELLANT'S SANITY BUT RATHER TO 
HIS COMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL, AND WHEN THE PROSECUTOR USED THIS 
EVIDENCE TO MISLEADINGLY SUGGEST TO THE JURY THAT DR. VAUGHN HAD 
CHANGED HIS MIND ON THE ISSUE OF APPELLANT'S SANITY. 
On cross-examination of Drs. Tanay and Vaughn and in its rebuttal case, 

the state introduced (over repeated defense relevancy objections and motions for 

mistrial) a substantial amount of evidence relating not to appellant's mental 

condition on November 16, 1985, but instead to his mental state and his behavior 

during the summer and fall of 1986 when he was hospitalized at the North Florida 

Evaluation and Treatment Center, after the trial court had determined that he 

was incompetent to stand trial (see R2354-88 [Tanay]; 2636-50 [Vaughn]; 2756- 

59, 2766-67, 2771, 2791-92, 2793-2813, 2823-29 [NFETC counselor Douglas Bonar]; 0 
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2735-42, 2754 [Termination of Treatment Swmary from NFETC]). 
The introduction of all of this evidence going to competency rather than 

sanity enabled the State Attorney to misleadingly impeach Dr. Vaughn, and to 
misleadingly argue to the jury that Vaughn had "changed his mind" pp the i s s w  

of S-, and could not be counted upon not to change his opinion again in a 
couple of days or a couple of weeks. (see R2648-50, 3085-87, 3180-86) The 

truth was that Dr. Vaughn DeveE changed his opinion that appellant was insane 

at the time of the shootings. During the time he was appellant's treating 

physician at the state hospital, Dr. Vaughn was prohibited by state policy from 

addressing the issue of sanity or insanity. After he retired from the state 

hospital system, Vaughn was no longer bound by that policy. State Attorney 

Schaub, knowing that Vaughn had found appellant GomDetent;, thereupon retained 

him to examine appellant on the issue of sanity. At that point, Vaughn for the 
rst t h  watched the videotape of appellant's statement to the police on the 

night of the shootings, and reviewed other materials concerning the incident. 

He then interviewed appellant, and formed the opinion that he was insane at the 

time of the charged offenses. Vaughn reported his findings back to Mr. Schaub. 

Undoubtedly, the State Attorney was disappointed with Dr. Vaughn's 

opinion. Unquestionably, Vaughn posed a problem for him in the courtroom, since 

it was he who had initially retained him. However, the State Attorney was not 

entitled to solve his problem by introducing extensive evidence on the matter 

of competency to stand triala, and then using that evidence to wrongly argue to 

the jury that Vaughn had done a "90 degree turn" (see R2650) on the issue of 

sanity. 

4 

JSSUE VIII 

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN THE PENALTY PHASE AND AT SENTENCING (1) 
WHEN HE ALLOWED THE PROSECUTOR TO ARUGE LACK OF REMORSE TO THE JURY, 
AND (2) WHEN HE CONSIDERED IT HIMSELF IN WEIGHING THE AGGRAVATING 
AND MITIGATING FACTORS. 

In uawick v. State , 473 So.2d 1235, 1240 (Fla. 1985), this Court stated 
that "under the statute it is error to consider lack of remorse for any purpose 

32 A legal question which was not within the scope of the jury's inquiry. 
0 
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in capital sentencing." See also Hill v. State , 549 So.2d 179, 184 (Fla. 1989); 
poDe v.  State, 441 So.2d 1073, 1078 (Fla. 1983); Patterson v. State, 513 So.2d 

1257, 1263 (Fla. 1987); w o n  v. S t a k  , 520 So.2d 1, 6 (Fla. 1988). 

e 
In the instant case, the prosecutor argued lack of remorse in his penalty 

phase closing argument to the jury, ostensibly for the purpose of showing that 

appellant knew the difference between right and wrong. (R3457-58) Defense 

counsel 'I motion for mistrial was denied. (R3458) ?3 Then, in imposing sentence 

and in concluding that the aggravating factors outweighed the mitigating 

factors, the trial court made the following finding: 

I have not noted or seen any demonstration by this Defendant to the 
extent that he's in any way remorseful about what he did. He's 
ap eared throuvhout this trial, throughout the trial he did, to be 
he did this, "But, so what?" That appears to be his attitude. 
co P d, calculating and, as he looks at me now, resigned to the fact 

(R3788) 

Both the jury reconmendation and the sentence were tainted by improper 

consideration of lack of remorse [Dawick; Bill], and appellant is entitled to 
a new penalty trial. e JSSUE 

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING THE STATE'S OBJECTIONS DURING 
DEFENSE COUNSEL'S PENALTY PHASE CLOSING STATEMENT. 

In his closing argument to the jury in the penalty phase, inmediately 
after arguing lack of remorse, the prosecutor then stated that appellant had 

told Dr. Werin that "he wasnt' going to accept any kind of a deal that the state 

might offer him because ' I 'm insane. I 'm insane. I ought to get out' ." 
(RS458) To counter that argument, defense counsel in his closing statement 

said: 

... the State Attorney's office is asking you to 
man because he went to trial. 

unish this young 
Because And you say, "We1 f ,  why?" 

23 Defense counsel (who argued after the prosecutor did) never contended 
that remorse should be considered as a mitigating factor (see R3463-75), so 
neither the prosecutor's argument nor the trial court's finding can be considered 
"rebuttal .'I 
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as you well heard in this courtroom, the State Attorney's Office 
offered Mr. Nowitzke a plea to 75 years in prison if he accepted 
it; and because he hasn't, they want to kill him. 

(R3470) 

The prosecutor objected. (R3470-71) Defense counsel pointed out: 

He brought it out in his own case through Doctor Merin and they 
talked about it in their closing arpuments, how he didn't acce t 
the lea, that he wanted to o to trial because he was qoing to !e 

Doctor Merin. 
foun B not quilty by reason o ? insanity. And he brought it out with 

This man was offered 75 years in prison. I have a right to go into 
it. He opened the door in his opening argument, and Mr. Schaub 
brought it up in his case. 

(R3471) 

The prosecutor contended that "[tlhis is in no way a mitigating 

circumstance and it shouldn't go in." The court sustained the objection, and 

instructed the jury to disregard the statement. (R3470-71) 

The state cannot have it both ways. If the offer of a plea is not a 
mitigating circumstance, it is even more clear that appellant's refusal to 

accept a plea offer is not an aggravating circumstance. A defendant's exercise 

of his constitutional right to go to trial rather than enter a plea should not 

be placed before the jury in the penalty phase of a capital case. See Bassett 

y. State, 449 So.2d 803, 809-11 (Pla. 1984) (Justice Overton, joined by Justice 

McDonald, concurring in part and dissenting in part). The state opened the door 

to appellant's counter-argument, and should not have been heard to complain 

about it. 

b S  M 0 IN PR ISON BEE' ORE 
fl. 
The trial judge sustained the prosecutor's objection to defense counsel's 

argument that, if he were sentenced to life, appellant would be imprisoned for 
at least 50 years before even being considered for parole. (R3472-74) The 

judge admonished defense counsel, "[Pllease do not refer to it anymore, please, 

sir. They're to decide which he should get, not the amount or the time or the 

severity of it ." 
0 The trial court's ruling was wrong, and extremely prejudicial. Harvey v. 
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State, 529 So.2d 1083, 1086-87 (Fla. 1988) (a case in which, as here, the 

defendant had been convicted of two counts of first degree murder), represents 

the "flip side" of the same issue. In H a y ,  the prosecutor argued, over 
defense objection, that appellant would become eligible for parole in 25 years 

if the death penalty was not imposed. On appeal, this Court held that the 

prosecutor's argument was properly allowed because it "accurately reflected the 
sentencing alternatives for those convicted of a capital felony." 529 So.2d at 

1087. 

0 

Similarly, in the instant case, defense counsel's argument accurately 

reflected the sentencing alternatives. While it is technically true that the 

trial court here could have ordered two life sentences to run concurrently, it 
is equally true (and as a practical matter a whole lot more likely) that the 

judge in Barvev could have ordered that defendant's sentences to run 

consecutively. Since there should be no "double standard" in capital trials 

[see O'connell v. State , 480 So.2d 1284, 1287 (Fla. 1985)], defense counsel 

should not have been prohibited from making this argument.* 

EwLx 0 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THREE UNPROVEN 
AGGRAVATING CIRCUNSTANCES ; "COLD, CALCULATED, AND PREMEDITATED", 
"AVOID LAWFUL ARREST, 'I AND "PECUNIARY GAIN 

Another of the peculiarities in this case is that the judge instructed 

the jury on aggravating factors he did not find; and then turned around and 

found aggravating factors on which he did not instruct. (see R3477, 3787) [See 

Issue XII]. 

This Court has recognized that "aggravating circumstances must be proven 

beyond a reasonable doubt before they may properly be considered by judge or 
- . I 1  Atk ins v. State , 452 So.2d 529, 532 (Fla. 1984). See also Stewart V. 

The significance of the error is further illustrated by the fact that, 
during its deliberations on penalty, the jury submitted a question to the court, 
"Can we recommend sentences consecutive.n (R3379) The judge replied that that 
decision could solely bemade by the court. (R3780) Subsequently, the jury came 
back with a 9-3 life recommendation as to Frances' murder, but a 7-5 death 
recomnendation for the killing of Bret. (R3779-80, 3483-84, 4209-10) 
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State, 549 So.2d 171, 174 (Fla. 1989) (jury is to be instructed only on those 

aggravating factors for which evidence has been presented). In the instant 

case, three of the four aggravating factors upon which the jury was instructed 

were proven beyond a reasonable doubt, and M evidence was presented which 

a 

would satisfy the legal definitions of those aggravators. !2s 
The "cold, calculated, and premeditated" aggravating circumstance requires 

proof of "- premeditation, i.e., a cold-blooded intent to kill that is 

more contemplative, more methodical, more controlled than that necessary to 
sustain a conviction for first-degree murder." Nibert v. State , 508 So.2d 1 

(Fla. 1987) (emphasis in opinion); see also Rorrers v. State , 511 So.2d 526, 533 
(Fla. 1987); atchell v. Stat e, 527 So.2d 179, 182 (Fla. 1988) (CCP factor 

requires "a careful plan or prearranged design.") The facts of the instant case 

demonstrate the opposite of a contemplative, methodical, and controlled killing. 

Even the statels own psychiatric expert, Dr. Arturo Gonzalee, did not believe 

the killings were the result of any prearranged plan: 

... I think that this is a combination of factors. Here, we have 
a man that, obviously he has a personalit disorder, he's an 
antisocial personality. 
violent. 

And this individual, now compoundin that problem, has taken 

and the combination of the alcohol, the drugs, the cocaine, plus 
his personality created a very explosive situation. 

As such, he's exp I osive and could be 

cocaine, has abused cocaine that day, i as himself drank ten beers; 

(R2886-87) 

In light of these contributing factors, it was Dr. Gonzalez' opinion that 

what triggered the already volatile situation was Clay Carroll grabbing the 

shotgun away from appellant. 

Q. [by Mr. Slater]: What you're saying is that there was 
a split-second decision made after the confrontation? 

A. After Clay is wrestling the pun from him, he pulls out 
the gun. At that moment, he s going to shoot Clay. He 

2S The instructions on the "CCP", "avoid arrest", and "pecuniary gain" 
factors were all given over defense objection. (R3436-37, see R3265-69, 3391- 
93, 3415-19, 3421-22, 3426-29) The only aggravating factor in this case which 
was proven beyond a reasonable doubt was "prior conviction of a felony involving 
the use or threat of violence", based on the contemporaneous conviction for the 
attempted murder of Clay Carroll. 
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knows, whether it's ten seconds -- And in the seconds 
that go on -- I don't know how long, perhaps 15 seconds, 
20 seconds in the strug le -- he makes up his mind he's 
going to shoot him and t e's going to do it. 

(R2886-87) 
Where the circumstances of a homicide are "susceptible to other 

conclusions than finding it committed in a cold, calculated, and premeditated 

manner", the evidence does not establish this aggravating factor beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Peavv v. State, 442 So.2d 200, 202 (Fla. 1983). In fact, at 

one point in his closing argument the prosecutor himself acknowledged that 
"Maybe it wasn't thought out in advance. Maybe it wasn't well-planned in 

advance --- ." (R3446) Nevertheless, he urged the jury to find the "CCP" 

aggravating factor (R3453-54), and the trial court's instruction told them that 

they could. 

As in Farron v. St u, 528 So.2d 353, 361 (Fla. 1988), this case involves 
serious problems within a family, not an organized crime or underworld killing. 

Even putting aside the extensive evidence of appellant's mental illness, it was 
the state's theory that his bizarre behavior in the months leading up to the 

shootings was caused by drug abuse. One of the state's own experts testified 

that the shootings occurred because of the explosive combination of alcohol, 

cocaine, and personality disorder, triggered by Clay's grabbing away the 

shotgun. There was no competent and substantial evidence of heightened 

premeditation [see Scull v. State, 533 So.2d 1137, 1142 (Fla. 1988)], and the 

trial court erred in giving an instruction which allowed the jury to find this 

aggravating factor. u. Especially in view of the closeness of the jury's 

death verdict (as to Bret's murder), the error may well have tainted their 
reconmendation. See Yoraan v. State , 515 So.2d 975, 976 (Fla. 1987). 

0 

Similarly, the record is devoid of any competent substantial evidence that 
Frances was killed for pecuniary gain or that Bret was killed to avoid arrest. 

The state's theories as to these aggravating factors were sheer speculation at 

best. See scull v. State, 533 So.2d 1137, 1141-42 (Fla. 1988). In order to 

establish the "avoid lawful arrest" aggravator, the requisite intent to avoid 

capture or eliminate a witness must be shown to be the "dominent or only motive 0 
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for the killing." Scull, 533 So.2d at 1141-42; m, 528 So.2d at 360; Floyd 
v. Statg, 497 So.2d 1211, 1214-15 (Fla. 1986). In the instant case, there is 

no evidence at all that Bret was killed in order to eliminate him as a witness. 

Moreover, it was J& s t a h  which repeatedly argued to the judge and jury that 

appellant's motive was resentment of his stepfather; that "anything that 

belonged to Clay Carroll, he was going to try to destroy." (R1826) In his 

opening and closing statements in both the guilt and penalty phases, the 

prosecutor argued that appellant killed Clay's wife, killed Clay's son, killed 

Clay's dog, killed Clay's car, and killed Clay's boat. (R1716, 3081-82, 3448- 

49). *'All acts aimed at Clay Carroll. We don't know exactly why he d id it that 

Say. We know that drugs were a big part of this." (R3449) 

There was no evidence that would support a finding by the judge or by the 

jury [see -1 that Bret was killed to avoid arrest, and the jury should not 

have been instructed that it could consider this aggravating factor. See also 

Stewart. Especially in light of the fact that the jury recommended death on 

this count by a margin of a single vote, appellant is entitled to a new penalty 

trial.% See Moraan, 513 So.2d at 976. a 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO PROVIDE WRITTEN FINDINGS IN 
SUPPORT OF ITS IMPOSITION OF TEE DEATH PENALTY. 

The trial court made his findings in support of the death sentence orally. 
While he stated that he would "reduce these to writing" and file them, he never 

did. (R3787, 4280) Florida's death penalty statute requires yrittea findings, 

prior to or contemporaneous with the imposition of sentence. Grossman v. State, 
525 So.2d 833, 841 (Fla. 1988); V , 549 S0.2d 171, 176 (Fla. 

1989). Although sentencing in this case took place prior to -, appellant 

Similarly, there was no evidence to support a jury instruction on the 
"pecuniary gain" aggravator, as to Frances' death. The state's main hypothesis, 
as previously discussed, was that all of appellant's acts were the motivated by 
intra-family resentment. The state's subsidiary theory - that Frances was killed 
in order to inherit her estate and collect on her life insurance policy - was 
pure speculation. See also W n s  v. Statg , 419 So.2d 316, 318 (Fla. 1982); 
$cull v. State, 533 So.2d at 1142. Thus, only of the four aggravating 
factors heard by the jury was appropriate under the evidence. 
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believes that this Court should simply reduce his sentence to life imprisonment 

rather than reraanding for written findings as it did in Stewart. There would 

be little point in having the trial court reduce his oral findings to writing 
now, because (1) the jury's death recommendation was tainted by improper 

evidence, argument, and instructions: (2) the trial court's oral findings are 

replete with error as to aggravating factors and his consideration of lack of 

remorse; and (3) the death penalty is proportionally unwarranted under the 

0 

totality of the circumstances of this case. 

u&!uuu 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING UNPROVEN AGGRAVATING FACTORS AND 
NON-STATUTORY AGGRAVATING FACTORS. 

The trial court made the following findings as to aggravating 
circumstances: 

I find that the Defendant had been convicted of a felony of 
attempted murder on Clay Carroll, and this can be used under the 
Rules and regulations in deciding this sentence. 

I find that the crime for which the Defendant is to be sentenced 
was committed while attempting to kill Clay Carroll. 

And I find that the crime was especially wicked, evil, atrocious 
and cruel. 

I believe that the evidence showed that the Defendant went to his 
home, the home of his stepfather and his mother where he was 
staying, solely for the purpose of comnitting the crimes that he 
committed. 

I think that mitigating circumstances are outweighed by the 
aggravating circumstances. 

I believe that the Jury finds that. 

I think this was proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

(R3787) 

In mitigation, the trial court found both that appellant was acting under 
the influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance, and that his capacity 

to conform his conduct to the requirements of law was impaired by the use of 
cocaine. (R3787-88) He stated that "while the statutory criteria for mental 

emotional disturbance are met, there is less than insanity here and I believe 

that this man should be and must be held responsible for his actions." (R3788- 

89) 

The trial court's use of the contemporaneous conviction for the attempted 
murder of Clay Carroll to establish the "prior violent felony" aggravator was 
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the aply valid finding in aggravation. 
His next finding, "that the crime for which the Defendant is to be 

sentenced was comaitted while attempting to kill Clay Carroll", was either 
surplusage or a non-statutory aggravating circumstance. Fla. Stat. S 

921.141(5)(d) provides for an aggravating factor where 

The capital felony was comitted while the defendant was engaged, 
or was an accomplice, in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, 
or flight after comitting or attempting to commit, any robbery, 
sexual battery, arson, burglary, kidnapping, or aircraft piracy or 
the unlawful throwing, placing, or discharging of a destructive 
device or bomb. 

Attempted murder is not one of the enumerated felonies. Therefore the 

judge's finding is non-statutory and invalid. Trawick v. State , 473 So.2d 1235, 

1240 (Fla.1985); Barclay v, S tate, 470 So.2d 691, 695 (Fla. 1985); Blair v, 
State, 406 So.2d 1103, 1108 (Fla. 1981). 

The next finding, "especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel", is invalid 

because this was a shooting death, and was not accompanied by additional acts 

which would set the crime apart from the norm of capital felonies. The trial 

court had earlier ruled, correctly, that there was no evidence to support a jury 

instruction on the "HAC" factor, and, accordingly, no instruction was given. 
@ 

(R3433, see R3477) Then, in imposing sentence, the judge turned around and said 

)t--- I find the crime was especially wicked, evil, atrocious, and cruel. 11 
(R3787) t the iurv f i a s  that." 

Bret's death was caused by a gunshot wound to the right temple. This 

injury would have caused him to lose consciousness immediately, or very nearly 

so. When the paramedics arrived at the house and rolled him over, Bret 

momentarily opened his eyes and said "He's coming back to get us." By the time 

he arrived at the emergency room, he was in a coma. (R1747, 1775, 1861-62, 

1876-77, 1882, 2033, 2040) 

In Teffeteller v. State, 439 So.2d 840, 846 (Fla. 1983) this Court 

invalidated a finding of "HAC" and said: 

The criminal act that ultimate1 caused death was a single sudden 
shot from a shotgun. 
of hours in undoubted pain and knew that he was facing imminent 
death, horrible as this prospect may have been, does not set this 
senseless murder apart from the norm of capital felonies. 

The fact 1 hat the victim lived for a couple 
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Similarly, the fact that Bret also sustained a non-fatal gunshot wound to 

the left side moments before the fatal shot to the head does not set this crime 

apart from the norm of capital felonies. See e.g. Brpbm v. S m ,  526 So.2d 

903, 904, 906-07 (Ffa. 1988); W r o s  v. S U ,  531 So.2d 1256, 1257, 1260-61 

(Fla. 1988); m i s  v. S tate, 377 So.2d 640, 641-42, 646 (Fla. 1979) In moros, 

for example, the defendant shot the victim three times at close range; twice in 

the arm and once (fatally) in the chest. There was evidence that the victim 

"made a futile attempt to save his life by running to the rear of the apartment, 
only to find himself trapped at the back door." This Court disapproved the 

trial court's finding of "HAC", and stated that the facts "do not set this 

murder 'apart from the norm of capital felonies.'" 531 So.2d at 1260-61. 
Under the standard adopted by this Court, the killing of Bret Carroll does 

not meet the definition of nesDecially heinous, atrocious, or cruel." To hold 

otherwise would result in overbroad application of the aggravating factor in 

violation of the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. Maynard 

~~eC::::~~rt's last finding is enigmatic: 

, 486 U.S. -, 108 S.Ct. -, 100, L.Ed.2d 372 (Fla. 1988). 
@ 

I believe that the evidence showed that the Defendant went to his 
home, the home of his stepfather and his mother where he was 
staying, solely for the purpose of committing the crimes that he 
committed. 

Undersigned counsel assumes that this is either (a) surplusage, (b) a 

finding of amDle premeditation, used as a non-statutory aggravator (which, of 
course, would be improper; w; rnclay; Blair); or (c) an insufficient 

attempt to find the "CCP" aggravating factor. Assuming WauendQ that the trial 

court intended to find "CCP", the finding is invalid because the evidence in 

this case does not establish "wahtened premeditation, i.e., a cold-blooded 
intent to kill that is more contemplative, more methodical, more controlled than 
that necessary to sustain a conviction for first degree murder." See also 

Roaers: Garron; Scuu; and appellant's argument on the "cold, calculated, and 

premeditated" factor in Issue X .  

I think this was proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Since only one valid aggravating factor exists (and that one was based on 

a contemporaneous conviction arising out of the same incident), and both mental 0 
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mitigators were found, appellant's sentence should be reduced to life 

imprisonment. a 
ISSUE XI11 

IMPOSITION OF THE DEATH PENALTY IS PROPORTIONALLY UNWARRANTED IN 
THIS CASE. 

Under the totality of the circumstances in this case, imposition of the 

death penalty is proportionally unwarranted. Only one valid aggravator (based 

on a contemporaneous conviction) exists. There was extensive evidence of mental 

illness, as well as use of cocaine and alcohol on the day of the shootings. The 

trial court found both that appellant was under the influence of extreme mental 

and emotional disturbance, and that his capacity to conform his conduct to the 

requirements of law was impaired. This was not an organized crime or underworld 

killing, but one arising out of intra-family disharmony. See Garron v. State, 
528 So.2d 353, 361 (Fla. 1988). Prior to this one explosion, appellant had no 

history of violent behavior. 

"The death penalty, unique in its finality and total rejection of the 

possibility of rehabilitation, was intended by the legislature to be applied 

'to only the most aggravated and unmitigated of most serious crimes."' 

Ulsworth v .  State, 522 So.2d 348, 354-55 (Fla. 1988), citing State v. Dixon, 
283 So.2d 1, 7 (Fla. 1973). See also w r s  v. State , 465 So.2d 496, 499 

(Fla. 1985); Bnss v. State, 474 So.2d 1170, 1174 (Fla. 1985); w o n  v. State, 
493 So.2d 1019, 1023-24 (Fla. 1986); Sonaer v. State, 544 So.2d 1010, 1011-12 

(Fla. 1989). This is not such a case. Appellant's sentence should be reduced 

to life imprisonment. 

0 

CONCLUSIOK 

Based on the foregoing argument, reasoning, and citation of authority, 

appellant respectfully requests that this Court grant the following relief: 

As to Issues 1 through 7: Reverse the convictions and sentences and 
remand for a new trial. 

As to Issues 8 through 13: Reverse the death sentence, and remand 
for im osition of a sentence of life imprisonment without 
possibi P ity of parole for twenty-five years. 
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